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BECAUSE O~"HIS UNTIRING EFFORTS
IN BEHALF OF THE STUDENT BODY.
AND BECAUSE OF THE STRENGTH
OF CHARAC'TERHE HAS ALWAYS
DISPLAYED,
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CHARLES ALEXA

DER PUCKETT,

B.A., M.A.

Dean of the Colleqe of Mines
Once again the FlO'\" heet comes forth to remind us of the activitie

of the past year and to

voice a challenge for the future.
volume go my congratulation

.\Iong

with this

and best wi .hes.

JOHN WILLIAM KIDD, B.S., E.E.
Director of Engineering
As we are nearing the close of the seventeenth
annual session, it is encouraging to note a feeling
of optimism' concernino~le
future of the College.
Durinz the pa t year ubstantial progress has
been made in variou lines. Improvements have
been made in the physical plant.
For the future a strong growth of the College
is predicted; and along with this will come a better
phy ical plant, and an In titution with a greater
pre tige.

MRS. MARIE TARRANT TOBIAS

Auditor
MRS.

LAVORA EN

Acting

MR.

ES NORMAN

Registrar

BBIE MAR .UE;RITF. DURKEE

Lecturer ill Public School Music
B.A.,
hio Wesleyan, 1912
B.Mu ie, \\ i can in College of
Mu ic, 1915.
Mns. MARY HOLT SNOBARGER, B.S.

Librarian

BULA

. LILES

lnstructor in Mathematics
B.A., Texa , 1921;
M.A. Chicago, 1927.
1

ORVILLE

ROBERTS WILLET

Adjunct Pra[esssor of English
B. " Kentucky, 1916;
M. .. Chicago, 1919.

\Vn,T.IAl\1

ROHER'I'

VRETT

Instructor in Modern Lanquages
B.A., Texas, 1927; M. ., 1928
MRS.

LENA

ELDRIDGE

Instructor in Modem Lougl/ages
B.A., New Mexico, 1919
M.A., \\' ashington, 1927

tFourteen

""TO

BreMER

BERKMAN

Associate

Professor
of Biological
Sciences
IL \., Texas, )9--\.; 1\1. \., 1926
PI'::\RI~ \\'111'1'r:1I~l.,[) D

rldjullct

n.s.,

RKlm

Professor
of Engineerinq
and Ai atheniatics
B.. \., 'Acadia, 19°3;
(Electrical Engineering},
McGill, r906.

\\'n,l.,lAM

\\'.\T~'I'ER

LAKE

Adjunct

Professor of Cheinistry
B.S., Ohio, 1913; ~L
., 1921.
GR.\CI~ LONG

Lecturer in History
] ..\., Texas, 19II

£\81

ELIZADE'I'II

BEYNON

Associate

Professor of Business
A din inistration;
Dean of Il'Oll/en
n.I\ .. Nebraska, 19[7' ~L \., 1920.
Pa.D., \\'a~hino-ton,' 1930
:KuLL
Adjunct Professor
of Social Sciences
B..v., Indiana, 1910;
• ;\1..\., Chicago, 1926
.\L\'l?\

EUW.\RD

L1':O Dr\NNY ;\10. ns

Adjunct

Professor

B ..\., Columbia,

of Englisli

1923;;\L

., 1924.

:'IRs. I ABELLA CORBETT 1\1 K1NN1~Y
Adjunct Professor of English
B. " Occidental College, 192-\.;
1\1..\., 1927.

Fifteen]

.

1R . B8R'l'IIA

1nstrucior
olorado,

B.A,

REYNOLD

ill Education
1921; 1\1.1\., '922.

R.w . I ARSII
t1 ,..., and
.i d junct Professor
of lil/(jil/ccril1
.
Mtithcuuuics
B. __., in .E., Texas, J927
1.\1. Or..~1

1\[RS.

]\NNa;

LOOML

\\'I.;BB

S t cll.ogra ph cr
ERN E T CARL'I'ON

I( 1\ N I';DY

Adjunct

Professor
of Enginecrinq and
Mat licinotics
E.• L.. Texas, 1921, :\1..\., [926

IR

. :l\1YRTLE

Lecturer
13

., New Mexic

JOllN

B.\f:,L

E\'l::r..YN

in Public

Speal?ing

orrnal
1926

FRASI';R

Universitv,
.

CRAliAM

Professor
of M etallurgy and 111iuing
B.S., Iichizan
ollege f Mininz
and Techno!ogYI90S;
E.:l\r., 192-+.

NORM,\

Instructor

EGG

in liuglist:

B. \., Texa , 1913; M. " 1928.
GLADY

GREGORY

Instructor in History
B.,\" Southwestern,
1915
1\1. ., Texas, 1926.

--

LLOYD ALVI

0

£1. 0:-<

Adj1lnct Professor
of Geology
.Nt, Texa [ 16; 1\ l. . (Geal gy)
Colorado, 1929.
ECCI\NF.

:'IcRAE

THOMAS

{junc! Professor
of M etallurgv and
Mining
l' S. Mining Engineering, Texa , 1926.

:'I.\RY

l\L\RC.\RET

Assistant

• 'EELY

to the Registrar

\rILI.!.\M

HENRY BALL

l nstructor in Clie in istr}'
l3.Ed.,
outhern Illinois Teacher
College, [922: IL.,
hicago, 1922;
:\1. ., Iowa ~ tate allege, 1925.

]r-:':-<r.s

Bl'UTFR.\NKLI

Instructor ill Biological
cictices
Lieut. C mmander, Xledical Corps.
L'. . Xa\'y, Retir d
~1.D. Dartmouth, 1 9 .
I .\B1\I..1. KEI..LY FI 'E.\
l ustructor ill J!adem Lanquages
B ..\., Texa , 190-.
111\.5.

j'RAt-iKI..I.'

TIl'PP

~ r-:.\~ION

Professor of Ch ciuistrv
~ E.,:\J i' uri Scho I of Mine ,
nER'fE ROLPH

1

91.

HAIGH

Adjunct Professor
of Geology
'~.S., Mininv Engineering, Texa ,
192~.

KA'rm~RTNI':Sr,CTNA KINe
Assistant to the Auditor

E~I :\1I-:'l' ADm DRAKE
Associa tc Professor of English
D..\., Win con in, 1882; M.A., 1887.

MACK

Director

SAXON

of P h)lsical Education
and Athletics

HARRY

PHILLIPS

Assistant to the Director of Physical
Education and Athletics
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SENIORS
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---Nlneteehj

Ie~~
r(

FR~I)

II.

~'I'£Wl\RT

B .. in Mining Engineering
President of Junior CIa
President of enior CIa s
Sec.-Trea , of Scientific Club '29-'30,
'30-'31
Football. Bas ketball and Ba. eball

CLARENCE

ROBERTS

B. ,in ).Iining Engineering
\ ice Pre ident of Seni r CIa.
Executive Council '31
\lpha Phi Omega
cientific Club '28, '29, '30, '31

t'I'wcllIY

.\LTOX

])

B ...'. in ),rining

NAWAY

Engineering

ec.v'I reas.

enior
la '5
.\Ipha
Phi
meza
ci ntific
lub'_,
'-9, '30, '31
Pre.
ei nti fie
lub '31
ee. cientif ic Illb '30

JOliN

P.\YXE JR.

B.S. in ~Iining
Pres.

Student

tudent

.\ssoeiation

Captain
cientifie

]

[93°-31

\ ice Pre'. 1929-30
_\ si tant Geology 1929-31
Wil on cholar hip

Ba ketball

Twenty-on

Engineering

1928-31
193°-31
Club

WENDELL

THEODORE

BROWN

B.S. in Mining Engineering
Pres.
lpha Phi Omega
Executive Committee 1929-31
Steering Committee 1929-30
Student As istant Chemistry 1930-31
Scientific Club

H.

HOLCOMBE

KENNEDY

B.S. in Mining Engineering
President Scientific Club '31
Scientific Club 1926-31
Steering Committee '30, '31
Ba ketball '29

E

H.OIH:wr

CL.\R£NCE

E~1J\11':'r'1'

B.S. in ~Iining Engineering
Football '27, '28, '29, '30
Ba eball '29, '31
Captain Baseball '30
Basketball '27, '2
Scientific Club' 28 '29, '30, '31

F.\RR1~LL S·l'.\NS~L

B.S, in Xlining Engineering
Rifle Club '25
Scientific Club '28, 29, '30, '31
Football '25, '26

CHARLES

DAVIS

B.S. in Mining Engineering
Metallurgy As j tant 193 I
Latin American Club '30, '31
Scientific Club '28, '29, '30, '31

LORE

ZO CEBALLOS

B.S. in Xlining Engineering
Secretary Latin American Club
cientific Club '29, 30, '31
Executive Council '31

[Twenty-four

JUNIORS

BILL

BAR'fI.ETT

ice Pre.

Juniors '30' Pres. ophs. '28
Football
1anager '30
Vice Pres .. \lpha Phi Omegas
1'\ I,:UC £B.'lT ~:R
liege Player

JOE r JJ IN J::

~L\X]NE

ROGERS

Lo KRlDCI~
ice Pres. Junior
lasteering Committee: Ri fie Team
Executive Officer Rifle Club
cientific Club; De l\lolay Exemplars
P.\TRICK

KERMIT

Football

TEWART

30: Ba eball '30

D ROT II Y 10RRIS
Omega Phi Delta

~IARG.\R£T

\\'INGO

Hi torian of Omega
RIC.\RDO

Latin

Phi Delta

ORDAZ

. vmerican Club; Glee Club
cientific Club

l\DOL£lO TRESPALACIO

Latin .\merican
lub : Glee Club
Executive
ouncil : cientific Club

Eurr

II ~I. 13R Y .\N
College Players

Lo ISE BRO\\' N
Pi Epsilon Pi
Fa TER CRO 'BY
Football '29; cientific

Club

HOWARD

'IL\lu

lub : Alpha Phi

eientifie

BOB

III

ga

01.XI

.sketball Xlgr. '31 ; .vlpha Phi Omega
Scientific
.lub

'~II'1' JL

II ,\l{\.I~

r -es.

Junior

'las.: Alpha Phi
~ ei nt ifie lub
'l'E.\KEI{

OID!.\.

Sci uti fie

LEe'
. Ipha Phi

mea-a

lub

'II.nIBER

mea-a;
I..l\"I~R

cienti fie

GR.\

lub

T

F ecutiv
'ol11mitte
'2.+: 'hairl11an
Social Committee '2 , '27; Bus. Xlgr.
Flow sheet '26: Bus. ~Igr. Pro. pector
'?-.
Pre . ci nti fic 'Iub
-/ '

L. D. LnE'
Alpha Phi
meza
cienti Le lub
H,\R\'EY

Rifle Club

1 . Xlc

t.:.'I~

-31: Team
eienti fie luh
'2

'30,

'31

:.[n:R El{LI II

Phi '--imna P:i
JOE FRIF.DKL·

V

Pre'.

tudent

.\":n.:
~[gr. Hand
Phi Sisrma Psi
'- cient i fic 'Iub

Ba .etball Captain

'30;

HAROLD 1l.\RLA
R.'\F.\EL

KER

l\IIRELE

LaL n :\l11eriean Club:

'--cientific

.lub

L. CULLIGAN
Club; \lpha Phi Omega

II.\HHY

"cientific

OR "ELlA LOVE

Pi Ep il n Pi

GUY FniLEY

Band; cienti fic Club
onstituti n Committee

'- lDN EY

Phi

Tl~RN

igma Psi

:'J .\ IU B :\1 rrn
Bu . ~lar. Pr :pector '29
r

l(ATlll-:Rl.'E

KING

,,'cribleru ; Latin American Club
Pro. pector ta ff '29, ,30
R-\MON

Latin

American

LVTTOI

Ro
lub :

R~Y:\lO

AS

cientific Club

'D 1'AYL

R

Pre ident
lleze Player
President Debating Club
Prospect r '- ta f f
ROBI~R'l'

;"1 "RnN

\VICeS

jour Pt:TICOLA'
Pre-:'leds; De Malay Exemplars
G

\SPAR

GORDERO

Scientific Club

[Twen ty_eight

)

TJ~ELE

TUAD .• \.

u . Mgr. FI \V heet;
all. Football
Capt. Ba. eball,
cienti f ic Clul
Alpha Phi
mega
,\

'N

WEBB

Pi Ep ilon Pi
'AUL

Scribl

'E

D£R

rus Club; Pr
Latin \merican

H. B.
Pre. idem

p ctor
lub

>-

taff

ELLIOTT

Pre-Med

: Rand

Ric II.\lW S,' EI·:n
Pre. ident De :.\Iola
Ex mplar:

R. E.

PRJ ')~

Bu . :.\Igr. Prospect r '_ ; Band
Scientif
lub ; lee 'luh ; Rifle Club
C liege

PIa -ers

\\'ll.,Ll.\M TnoMP o:
Pa. t- Pre ident
cienti f ic lub
>- ec.-1 reas.
tudent.\
'n : Ex cutive
Council;
ec.-Trea ... \lpha Phi Omega
Jon E. HAMBER
"hemi try Asst. '_ ,'29, '30' Pre-Xleds

'. J.
Glee

RI~lVER

lub

ELISE T(~(I~\\'ELL

Co-Eel

~ ent)'·nlnoJ

ouncil : Pre-\leus

Annual Mining Trip for Seniors
The annual senior mining trip for this year wa held from the toth to
the 26th of April. Tho e who made the journey
were Prof. J. F. Graham,
Prof. E. 1\1. Thoma
C. H. Roberts, Fred
tewart, and John Payne.
The object of thi trip i to tudy mining and milling practice a it i
actually carried on in the field.
Thi
i of great value to the eniors, a it
gives them a chance to ee in operation
the thing
that they tudy in class.
The mining camp' vi ited thi year included:
Morenci, Globe, Miami,
Inspiration,
uperior, and Chri trna .
Due to the ho pitality of orne of our alumni found alone the way, the
trip thi year was one of the most plea ant and beneficial
that has ever been
taken.

Junior and Senior Annual Geology Trip
April 20-24, /93/
The annual field excur ion of the Geology Option student
can isted
thi year of a tour of Southern
.. ew :\ lexico under the guidance of Profes or
1 el on.
Particular
attention wa paid to the Paleozoic
ediment
and tratigraphic
equence
of the Oro Grande Di trict, the
an Andreas
Mountain
,
the Hill boro, King ton, and Lake Valley mining di trict , and the Central
Mining Di trict, con. i. tina- of anta Rita, Silver City, Georgetown,
and Pinos
\lto
Areas. Many mineral formations
were studied and a very good collection 0 f ~I iddle Paleozoic
fossils was accumulated.
Pro fe. sor Nels n found
some fa il that apparently
had never he fore been reported
from thi region.
The party can i ted of Profe sor
elan,
Bob Emmett,
lton Dunaway, Robert Colvin, L. D. Lile , and Harry Culligan.
L. D. Lile acquired a
new nickname of "Pal".
Culligan and Dunaway
took Hot Spring
by torrn.
The two "Bob'
, Emmett
and Colvin,
tarre 1, with the remainder
of the
party, at ilver City.
T
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ThIrty-one]

CLAS~MEN

Sophomores
SHEILA

CONLEY

Pi Epsilon Pi
ABE

MARKOWITZ

Flow heet Staff; Pres. Debating Club
Rifle Club; German Club;
Phi Sigma Psi
EDWIN

E.

HAMLYN

Editor Flowsheet '31; Scientific Club
Steering Committee; Alpha Phi Omega
MIGNON

PICKRELL

Pi Epsilon Pi

BETSY

DIXON

Sec.- Treas. Fre hmen CIa ; Pre. of
Pep Squad; Yell Leader; Pi Epsilon PI
LAURENCE

RICHARD

SMITH

PALMER

Alpha Phi Omega
EULA

Omega

JOE

Phi Delta;

CLARIC~
\\'JLLI.\M

PARK

E.

TIGNER

Flow heet Staff

'l'ALPIS

Ru

'S~LL

ALl..,~N

Executive Council; Ba ketball '30, '31
Baseball '30, '31; lpha Phi Omega
JA

E WHITLOCK

President Pi Epsilon Pi
Womans Council

Sophomores
BILL ORME-JOHNSON

President Rifle Club; Glee Club
Flowsheet Staff; Scientific Club
AUGUS'l'A JONES

College Players

ELIZABETH

DANIEL

DAVID DUPREE

Hifle Team, Scientific Club

L. GISH
College Players

EVER'r

ISABEL ABDOU

President Co-Ed A s'n; College Players
Exchange Editor of Prospector
Flow heet Staff; Pre. Co-Ed Council
EUGE rIA RIGNEY

Glee Club
BOB SWAI
Sec.-Treas. of S phmore CIa s; Band
Rifle Club

L. OTIS EMIK
Pre-Med Club; German Club
IDA LEE YARBROUGII

CHARLOTTE LOUISE FOSTER

Sec.-Treas. of Omega Phi Delta
ROBERT ERN ES'l' LOEWEN

'l'EIN

Sophomores
LURLINl!

"BOOTS"

HUGHES

President of Omega Phi Delta
Member \ Voman's Council; Vice
President Rifle Club; College Players
Flowsheet Staff

J. B. WI-lITE
Soph. Rep. to Student Executive
Council: Sec. Rifle Club; Letterman
'30, '31; De Malay Exemplars
ROBER'!' RAMl!Y

S.D.
Joyel!

U.
MYERS

Pi Epsilon Pi

M'I'l"l'IE LANE
BEN

CON nON

BOYKIN

Football '29, '30; Basketball '30, '31
fhseball '31; .vlpha Phi Omega

HILARY

J EA

FISJIER

ETTE DOOLEY

Omega Phi Delta

THOMAS BARN J~S

Flo\Vsheet

taff

JOHN LESLIE 0'1"1'0

German Club; Pre-"l\lecl Club

J.

MAX CRAWLEY

MARGARl~T LOUISE FITCH

Sophomores

c. H. COLDWELL
Soph President; Football '29 and '30
.vlpha Phi Omega
MARGUERITE \VILLI

Colleze Players;

Pi Epsilon Pi

LOUISA \VILLIAl\IS

Flowsheet Staff;
Oms

JOlIN

Pi Ep ilon Pi

CARTER

L.

RAWLS

Glee Club; Scientific Club
CLI~;\'L8N'l'INE ELLSWORTH

Scriblerus Club

BE'l'TY K.\TZ
\VESLl~Y CIIA~l

rzss

De Molay Exemplars

GEORG8 CARNEY

Alpha Phi Omega
ELEANOR GI~RTRUDE CLEAVELAND

Glee Club

RE

C. DEE

r.\

\\·AFER

lIULCAHY

Rifle Club

JR.

Sophomores
TOM EADY

Basketball

'30, '31; Ba eball Mgr. '3 I
HARRIE't

HALLlB

HUN'l'ER

JEAN HAMEL

Vice President Omega Phi Delta
Vice President \\Toman'
Association
\VILLlA

\VILLI.\M
E:\HLY

1 DUNCAN

CLTF'I'ON TAGGART
DELLE

j u.

BIRCHFIELD

Omega Phi Delta

l\IILDRED LEE DENNY

Glee Club
TEWART BEVA

.\lpha Phi Omega;

Glee Club

JOSE 1\l.\R'l'Il

Latin

nz

Glee Club 30, '31
\merican Club;
cientific Club
VIRGI 'IA CoPE

HAVER

President Girls Tennis Club
Glee Club;
allege Players

MADELINE

FREY

Omega Phi Delta; Scriblerus Club
WILLIAM

LYLES

Sophomores
RAY

LOCKHAR'r

lreshman Rep. Executi ve Council '29
Football },I~T.'30: As t. Bus. Mar.
Pro pector '30
ROBERT
G. HERLIN
Busine s Mgr. Prospector

\VEr

B£RNJCE

'30

S

B. SAGALA
Scienti fic Club

Ff.LIX

HARRY P. VAUGHAN
JR.
Flowsheet Staff' Golf Team
Rifle Team '30

'30

O. \\. PEARCE
Football '29, '30

GE

RUTH

'rlU'

ROBERi'

BeR

\\

ARREN

'/

:JIEL'J'ON

'ARD

GOODMAN

Phi Sigma P i

Lsox \. Rosexrrur.o JR.
B. '1(1; Flow heet ta ff : German Club
Phi

igma P i

H. B.

CRAIN

Vice President
ophornore
\lpha Phi Omega
ROSAl,IE

Ro·1.; 'fIEl.,D

CIa

Sophomores
JOE BALDWIN

Football '29, '30
RAYMOND DWIGA~

Football

'30

J. B. .\XDREWS
Football '29. '30: Capt. '30
Basketball '30: Baseball 'So: .\Ipha
Phi Omega: Pres. Soph. Clas '30
lore hmen CIa s '29. '30
FRAXCE

)'hLLER

Pi Epsilon

Pi

IOKEY BRO;\IBERG

Phi
\V.\LT£R

ig1l1a P.i

T. ),[ILLINGTON

crs

FRA.

JR.

Tl'R"F.R

Pi Epsilon Pi
GRAXT

. XICIIOL

De )'101ay Exemplar

S

BILL

LLIVAN

Fre hman Pres. 29: Football
L

N K£E

LEWIS
PEARL

FRANK

Basketball

J.

IIEW

BECKWITH
ROBBIK'

K£lJGEBAUER

'30; Rep, Fre h. Cia
German Club

VICENTE

Manager

'29, '3°

'30

CI NEROS JR.

Glee Club; Scientific Club

~B.

" -I----

~.

[Thirty-eight

Freshmen
SET'l'J\R

J1J\RLT~:L.\

:\1 II,nRI·:n

Xl u 'CIW\'E

EI.IZ.\ilETII
rf,\RI.Es

d'S

\\'OODS

Pl\,'CE

I·:CKII.\IW'I'

j ov

ROBI.'

'O;\!

/\I.ICI·:

BRC.'XJ:R

J

LL', 'II\'

\CJ(

PI~I)RO ':C.\

IlJ.:l':IHl·:TT,\ PEy".\L'n

LETIlA

I' \HI,

S II EL.1l0.'

xr., RY

'l'hlrty-nlne]

I1R

\Y

p,\j'" I':H

\\' gj PF II EDll~R
;\L\(~R

DER

t

~AFLOWSH

~

JIll/ill

Freshmen
RALPH

THOMPSON

GRACE

GEORGIA
LI

KNOX

LANDRUM

DY MAYHEW

LEON ARD MEADOWS
GRACE

MARY

SNEED

BARBOGLIO

\V AL l'ER

JACK

SIMS

SCURLOCK

VIRGINIA

DARNELl.

HARRIET

\VARD

IARY 1\TARCARE1'

LUCILLE
MARY

LAWLES:,
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MILDRED ORNDORFF
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LUCILLE

SAVAGE

JUNE THOMPSON

MAE CRYSLER
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To the Students of 1930~/931

of Min s Is fortunate
in having two of
the
of athl tics in the Southwest:
Mack
axon, Ph}' I al Dlr tor, and Harry Phillips, Assistant
oa h. Through
th ir untiring
efforts have been del' lop d th
most su c sf u l teams of football, basketball,
and bas ball in th history of the Mines.
v r ha th r b n gr ater co-operation
between
all d part m nt In promoting
the general welfare of this
Institution.
R allzlng that clean, wholesome athletics
m n mu h to th su cess of a school, we can expect
gr ater a hi v m nts in the future.
In onn lion with a.lthlettcs, we should not be unmindful of th a lstance r ndered by our Band. Their
In plrlng music has contributed
to the success of our
athletl
out ts.
heartily
thank the Woman's Association of the
011 g of Jin ,form
r ly known as the Sponsor's Club,
for their abl a tstanc
in promoting the general welfare
of our college.

halrman

of th
F'acu l ty
on Athletics

ommittee

M CK

AX
oarh

N

Coach
axon rtn.sh d hi s cond year as
head physical
dir ctor in th
ollege of
Min s, and his 1930 football team was con'idered the mo t power Iu l in the history of
1 he in ·.itution.
Th Y suff I' d only one loss
durtn-r the hard 1930 schedule and that was
to th a Texas Longhorns.
Due to his knowledge of football and hi skill in handling his
m .i, Saxon has won the I' spect of every
coach in th country.
I1is football teams, due
to their exc llent coaching,
ar
feared by
ev ry Univ I' ity in the
outhw st. Saxon's
teams are noted [or their smartness,
sportsmanship, fight, and t am play.

HARRY PHILLIPS
Assistant
Coach
Coach Phillips
is rightly
considered
the
smartest
line coach in the country.
The
famous Mines lines of the last two years
have been proof of Harry's
skill in developing football talent from gr en material.
Although
handicapped
by lack ot numbers
in material,
he has develop d the two b st
lines seen in the Southwest
in the last two
years.
The Mines powerful offense is built
around the great play of their line, and it is
due to Coach Phillips
tireless efforts
that
we are expecting an undefeated
season next
year.

[rort)'·al

In

s had

a man

e,

RA Y LOCKHART
Football Manager
Ray mad
an xcellent football manager
for th Min
. He was very conscientious in
his work and was always willing to do more
than was expected
of him.
Handling
the
manag r's work for a football team is the
job for a work rand
Ray handled the position in a very commendable fashion.

F ootball Squad

tandingKayser,

Araujo,

tewart,

oldwell,

Boyktn,

Black,
K

s,

Pippen,

Mo k, Dwigans,

Lockhart,

Phillips

Sessions,

(Coach)

KneelingEscudero,

Pearce,

amp bell, Andrews,
Mayhew,

Steel , Roberts,

Smith,

Sneed

ittingLyles,

McLain,

Edwards,

Emmett,

Baldwin,

O'Donnell,

Neugebauer

Bullock,

Sulllvan,

CAPT. J. B. ANDREWS
Quarterback
Weight

186 Ibs.

Twice chosen as quarterback
on the mythical
All Far-Southwestern
team, proves he is one
of the most intelligent
quarterbacks
in the
Southwest.
Playing in a dual role of Captain
and quarterback
he piloted the Miners through
a tough schedule, losing only one game, and
that, to Texas University.
His cool nerve, confidence, and accurate passing have pulled the
team out of many a hole.

CAPT. THAD STEELE
Center
Weight

188 lbs.

The fact that Thad was re-elected Captain
after serving in that capacity in 1929 proves
the team's regard for him. Chosen on the
Far - Southwestern
eleven in '29 and '30,
proves him the peer of southwestern
centers.
Only throwing one wild pass from center in
three years of competition
and playing a
heady game on defense makes him a valuable
man.

PT. ELECT

VIRGIL

NEUGEBAUER

Halfback
Weight

17

Ibs.

Fini hed hi third year at the Mines, and,
due to his hard training and consistent efforts
at all tim s. wa chosen to lead the squad in '3l.
By being a blocking halfback, his part in the
gam
nev I' b came brilliant
nor spectacular,
bu due to his crashing blo ks on every play, he
(am
out cover d with glory.

APT. ELE

'r KERMIT

TEW

RT

Guard
Weight

1 4 lbs.

nanimou Iy chose:1 for all Far-Sou thwestern honors, and elected to captain the
line In 1931. "ZuZu·' was a demon on the defense. At the snap of the ball he was in the
opponen's
backfield,
smearing
them for ~,
4, and sometimes 10 yard 10 see. Regardl ss
of where the Lal l carriers would go "ZuZu"
always played a material
part in bringiug
them to earth.

c

�Z;FLOWSHEI3T

HAROLD

')

---"~~=

EDWARDS
End

Weight

178 lbs,

"Ed" has an uncanny knack for dumptng-cinterference
and breakipg up plays. Due to ,
injuries
he was out of a few games, butthank
to a su cessful knee operation he will
be back next year ready to go.

•
ROBEm.T "BOBBY"

EMMETT

Halfback
Weight

155 lbs.

This graduating little halfback made the AIlSouthwestern
eleven in 1928, and in '29 and '~O
was always picked as one of ~he b~st. backs 1ll
the conference.
His hobby IS sktrting en.ds,
receiving passes, and running back punts. Being
a sure tackler, "Bobby" was a good safety man.
He will be hard to replace.

'lft~··f111
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HAROLD PIPPEN
Halfback
Weight

161 lbs.

'Cotton"
is better
known as the "Blond
Blizzard" at Lubbock, where he swept through
the Texas Tech team for long gains. A good
passer and punter, and has a mania for catching Andrew's passe over his head while going at
full speed.

H. L. B LLOCK
Tackle
Weight
"Tubby",
the regular
reserve and
tense were

188 lbs.

after finding himself, was one of
tackles. His wonderful fighting
ability to break through the d his main assets.

_____________

d

CLOIS FRA

CIS KEY

Fullback
Weight

1

Ib .

"Shorty" is without a dou bt the best material
for a "Big hot" that th Mines has. Being btg.
fast, and absolut ly f ~rless, he has wonderful
prospects.
His pa sing, punting,
bro kenff] Id
running and tackling border on brilliancy.

HA YDEN MAYHEW
Tackle
Weight
A "Find" in the
"Lindy" is another
hard to take out.
out but he made
better next. year.

194 Ibs.

latter part of the season.
of those big rangy tackles,
This was his first season
good, and will be much

ODIE PEARCE
Tackle
Weight

204 Ibs.

"Hawkshaw" is improving fast. At the end
of the season he was stopping all plays on
his side of the line. Due to his size and
determination,
he is proving that he is of
rare football calibre. We expect lots out of
u.m next fall.

BILL SULLIVAN
Guard
Weight

180 lbs.

"Burly Bill" was the bow-legged guard
that always came out of the line to lead the
interference.
Knowing his assignments well
he made an ideal "coming out" guard.
On
'lefense he could get low and hold his own
with the best of them.

)
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JEFF

CAMPBELL

Halfback
Weight

178 Ibs.

Due to injuries, Jeff had a dull finish to
his otherwise
brilliant
career as a flashing
halfback.
Was captain in '28 and '29 and
made All-Southwestern
three years straight.
A veritable
power-house,
he would smash
the line constantly
and couldn't be . opped
short of a gain .•

W IL·LIAM BENNETT

SMITH

Guard
Weight

196 Ibs.

"Benny"
can be depended u pon to stay
low and prevent any gains over him. A
constant and steady worker, out to practice
on time and always a hard trainer.
He has
one more year in the orange and white.

(
...
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CHANDLER

MOCK

End
Weight

182 Its.

"Blanket" is a big rangy end that delights
in tearing up the opponents plays. His fighting smile was a fixture and if he ever knew
how to "Quit" he forgot it. He was a big
factor that helped make the Mines line almost
impregnable.

CHARLIE

COLDWELL
Tackle

Weight

183

Ibs.

"Red" auother lineman getting All-Southwestern honors during both his years as a
Miner.
A smart tackle, quick at solving
plays and stopping them.
"Red" covered a
lot of space in a man's way.

RA YMO D DWIGA

S

End
Weight

186 Ibs.

"Dwig" looked like a thoroughbred
at offensive end, cat hing passes with the greatest
ease and grace. This big lanky end was fast
on getting down on Pippen's punts and often
got the safety man in his tracks.
He will
be back next year.
~/

BEN BOYKIN
End
Weight

173 lbs.

Ben is a pass-grabbing artist. His ability
to get open and to catch impossible passes
were two main reasons why he made the
grade.

Resume of F oolball Season
l\fiII,'ES0 - u rrv. OF TEXAS 28
For their first game of the season the Miners journeyed down to Austin to
play the Longhorns-the
team that later won the championship of the Southwestern
Conference.
For the first three quarters the Miners battled the heavier Longhorns
off their feet, holding them to one touchdown.
However the fighting aggregation of
Saxon and Phillips could not stand the heat and the continual string of reserves
the Longhorns had available.
They weakened ill the last quarter.
The Longhorns
used 40 men while the Miners meager squad could make use of only 14. From the
first whistle the Miners carried the fight to their opponents and it seemed as though
they would score in the first quarter on a series of runs by "Cotton" Pippin and
"Shorty" Key. It was the great work of "ZuZu" Stewart and Andrews in backing
llP the line that served to stop the heavy Texas backs.
Pippin was a continual
threat with the ball: as was Key. until he was taken from the game with an injured
sptne.
Nengebauer's
blor-kin z was one of the htg h lig hts of the game.
Steele was
in the middle of everything, and Edwards played a whale of a game at his end until
he was injured.
MINERS 19 - TEl\IPE TEACHERS 6
The next game the Miners had was with Tempe. The Teachers brought a
heavy and experienced squad to EI Paso and for a while they gave the Muckers
some trouble. They cored on an intercepted pass and a series of line plays. However the Mine's heavy off enstve got under way and Andrews headwork and ball
toting ability soon had the Miners in a safe lead. The work of "Hawkshaw"
Pearce
at tackle, Sullivan at guard. and the line as a whole, featured this game.
MINES 36 - GILA COLLEGE 0
The Miners next entertained
the Gila Teachers and before the dust has
cleared the Tear-hers found themselves completely ontclassed by a smart, fighting
Mucker club.
Emmett ran wild in this game, and O'Donnell showed his heels to
the fastest men Gila had. Benny Smith showed up in the line and was power on
the defense.
Key was badly injured in this game and had to carried off the field.
MIXES 31 -

TEXAS TECH 0

In one of the biggest surprises of the season the Miners traveled to Lubbock
and showed the Tech footballers how football is played out west.
On the initial
kick off "ZuZu" Stewart took the ball on his own 20 yard line and scampered
through the whole Tech team for a touchdown.
From then on the Miners fought
the Tech men off their feet and when the game ended they had beaten the Lubbock
team by a larger score than T.C.D. could make. Pippin was the whole show in the
backfield.
His running, passing, and kicking, won him the title of the "Blonde
Blizzard" to Tech supporters.
Bullock stopped everything that tried to come over his
position, while Ben Boy kin covered his end in great style. Texas Tech really learned
some Saxon and Phillips football in this game.
)llNES 27 -

NEW l\IEXICO l\IILITARY INSTITUTE 7

The Institute brought a fighting club to EI Paso and gave the Miners an
interesting game for the first half.
Big Foley got loose on a pretty 75 yard run to
give the Soldiers their only touchdown.
When the Miners really got going they
scored four touchdowns in rapid succession.
Campbell played in this game and
turned in his usual line smashing game. Coldwell turned every play that started
over his position and Meadows starred at end.
)IJNES 20 -

NEW l\1F,XICOCNIVERSITY 13

After being on the small end of a 13 - 7 score for three quarters in this game
the Miners came back fighting in the last five minutes of play. "Bobby" Emmett
grabbed two passes that resulted in touchdowns.
In this game Steele proved himself
to be the class of Southwestern
centers.
Key ran 57 yards for the Miners in the
second quarter.
Emmett was the star of the backfield and his running and pass
grabbing had the Lobos guessing.
Dwigans also played his usual good game at end.
l\IINES 0 -

ARIZa

A U IVERSITY 0

Playing without the services of three of their regulars,
Key, Campbell,
and Pippen; the Miners played their best game of the season against the Wildcats.
The Arizona club came to El Paso with the purpose in mind of giving the Miners a
whipping, but they hadn't considered the fighting club that we had.
From one end

)

Resume of Football Season
of the game to the other the battle waged between the two best football teams ill
the Southwest.
The Mucker s made up for the lack of the three regulars with the
p:reatest exhibition of fighting that has been seen here since football started. Above
the whole field, stood the work of the one and only "ZuZu" Stewart, who played
like a demon.
He w3;s in every play and had Hargis, the Arizona ace, stopped before
he got started.
Dwigans played the best game of any end seen here this year
stopping everything
that even started at his end.
Sul livan tore things up in th~
middle of the line.
The big factor in the whole battle was the great fighting
exhibition that the whole Mucker line gave. They clearly pr oved themselves to be
the most powerful, the smartest.
and most aggressive line ill these parts.
They
fought the heavier Wildcats off their feet and at one time stopped them on the two
yard line with four downs to make the J!:oal. On the fourth down Dwigans broke
thru and hit Hargis for a ten yard loss. The Miner backs stopped the famed passing
attack of the visitors and backed up the line to perfection.
MINES 25 -

SeL ROSS TEACHERS COLLEGE 7

Sui Ross came over with the heaviest team we played. They had a fast
backfield who used a spin play to account for one touchdown but they were outclassed by Saxon's cohorts.
Andrews broke loose time and again for large gains,
while Neugebauer
played a stellar role at his half. Simon made several pretty
runs also.
)IINES 25 - NEW MEXICO AGGIES 0
The Miners treked up to Las Cruces to engage the Aggies in their annual
tussle.
These game are always hard fought and this one proved no exception.
The
day was the coldest of the year and the wind was blowing so hard that it made
passing almost impossible.
The Miners broke loose on the kickoff and scored
three touchdowns the first half.
Arter that they settled down to hold the Aggies,
and really did a good job of it. The Aggies threatened
only once and that was
after they recovered a fumble.
The Miners scored their last touchdown in the third
quarter.
Key returned to the lineup after a long absence and his powerful running
was nonstoppable;
Stewart broke through the Aggie line consistently to throw the
hacks for losses.
Mayhew created havoc with the Aggie linemen, and Steele again
showed his supertorrtv over hts ecppouent.
The following men were awarded letters by Coach Saxon.
Back aptain Andrews, Neugebauer, Emmett, Campbell,
Center-Co-Captain
Steele.
Guards-Sullivan,
Stewart, Smith.
Tackles-Coldwell,
Pierce, Mayhew, Bullock.
Ends-Boykin,
Mock, Dwigans, Edwards.
l\fanager-Lockhart.
Reserve
O'Donn

Key, Pippin.

letters were awarded to the following men:
11, Meadows, S saions, Simon.

The following men were selected on the Mythical All-Southwestern
Eleven
by the majority of sports writers.
This distinction stamps these Miners as the equal
or super-ior of any man in this section, or even the Southwestern
Conference.
They are:
Andrews, Steele, Sullivan, Stewart.

team

by the

Basketball

Squad

StandingMayhew, Boykin, Eady, Allen, Meadows, Colvin (Manager)

SittingMilner,

eugehauer,

Payne

(Captain),

Friedkin,

O'Donnell

--

APTAIN

JOHN PAYNE
Guard

"Johnni " finished his brilliant basketball career at the Mines this year.
His
fighting ability made him one of the most
feared guards in the Southwest.
His absence will be keenly telt next year.

JOE FRIEDKIN
Forward
"Little Friedy"
finished his basket-ball
career at the Mines this year. He was our
best floor man, and his speed and aggressivenes
made him difficult to guard.
He. will be nard to replaCi next year.

PARK ALLE
Center
"Sparky"
completed
his second
suecessful
eason with the Mines, and again
led the club in scoring.
lIe was the most
accurate shot in the entire
outhwest, and
his ability to shoot from any angle made
it impossible
for th
opposing guards to
cover him.

Sixty-one]
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BE

BOYKIN
Forward

Ben played equally well at either forward or center.
His teamwork and shooting ability mad him a very valuable man.
Il is length made him a very difficult man
to COy I' lind I' the basket. Ware
expecting great things of Boykin next year.

I,EO

ARD MEADOWS
Forward

Meadows was another of our first year
men, but from his playing you would imagine him to be a veteran.
Meadows was
a good shot and a fine defen ive forward.
His pa sing ability helped our team work
to a great
xtent.
He will b back next
year.

APT.

ELECT TOM EADY
Guard

Eady proved the peer of Southwestern
guards.
His basketball ability was a revelation to those who saw him in action. He
showed his sup riority in every gam, and
his speed, checking ability, and aggressiven sa: along with his deadly long-shooting, brought
the Muck 1'5 out of many
tough holes.

\
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FRA

K

E GEBA
Guard

GHER

"Neuge"
had a v ry successful
season
at guard.
His I ngth and fighting ability
made him a fin
d f ns man.
His experi nee gain d this s ason should help
him next y ar.

"\:ALTER
IlL TER
Forward
" hule" was one of our first year men.
H prov d to b one of our be t offensive
men. Playing
at forward,
h ac ounted
for his shar of point and finished second
in high s oring for th
ason. We are
expe ting"
hul
0 b a real s oring star
next y ar.

TO 1

'DO NELL
Guard

"Lefty"
d v lop d iuto
while playing
hill first
Min s. H
was the fast
club, and will b hard to
first t am n xt y ar.

a valuable man
y ar with th
st man on th
ke p off of the

-

HAYDEN MAYHEW
Guard
"Li udy" . playing his first year at the
Mines developed into a brilliant
guard.
With the experience he got this year, and
with his speed and size, he will be a
valuable man next year.

BOB COLVIN
Manager
Bob proved to be one of the best managers
the Mines basketball
team has
ever had. He was always on the job and
ready and willing to do anything he could
for the help of the players.
When Bob
was not at practice, he was missed as
much as one of the regular players.
It
will be a great loss not to be able to have
him for manager for another year.

{Sixty-tour

Basketball
Moulding a team around the stalwarts
of the past season, Coach Saxon drove
his cagers through a fast, curtailed schedule to finish with more than even honors
on local and inter-city courts.
The season started January 7 with a 27-21 victory
over the strong Peterson quintet, followed by an even break against Texas Tech's
Matadors away from home.
Continuing on a tour the Miners bowed to West Texas
Teachers but cleaned up on the New Mexico Aggies on the way home.

Entered in the City League against the pick of the home talent the Miners bid
strongly for the championship
and were headed for the top of the circuit when the
league suffered sudden death at the hands of the directors.
The New Mexico Military Cadets came next on the program and the result was
an even br6&k in two games. Following up, the Miners then proceeded to trounce the
New Mexi . Aggies again to gain another
fifty-fifty proposition.
Still with the
habit of winning one game and conceding honors for the next, the Mucker crew
visited Alpine and played Sui Ross. Texas Tech repaid the visit as the season closed
and the result was again a stand-off in a series of two games.
The performance
of Tom Eady, Corsicana, captain-elect
for 1932, was outstanding.
Eady proved to be not only a steadying
influence in the back court but
also a sure scorer when points were needed.
Another new-comer who promised
much was Wal-ter J. Milner, from Fabens.
Of the old guard, Friedkin, Payne and
Allen came in for merit marks.
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Baseball T earn

Tom J<~a<1>·.
Bobby gmm
Tommy

U'llnnnt'll,

IIaytl

It, Jack Jl'IUI, Park All n, Hpn Bo y k ln. \ alt r Milner
n lIIayht>\\,
Kt>nnll
Sl wurt,
Thad
teete,
Iiv I' Grant

Baseball Review
Starting with a rookie squad and th sea on bing
hort, th Mines did not
make an impr
ive re ord.
L tterm n r turning
from last y ar w r Capt, Thad
Ste Ie, third ba man; Park Allen, star pitcher
of last s ason : Bobby Emmett,
outfield r and a good bat wi Id r. Playlnll; the New M xico All;ll:les a tour game
serle,
ach team took a pair of Il;UmI'H, the
gg les winning the rirst and last gam s,
Th last gam . a he 'tic t II hilling affair, II as copped by till' Aggi H.
New mat rial looking good durtnz th short season w r "L fty" O'Donnell,
"Chulie"
HIner, "ZuZu" Stewart,
"Lindy"
layhew and "Pete"
osca.
Leading
the whole club in hitting,
tewart looked like a veteran,
Milner push d him closely
for batting honors.
Mayhew play d a st liar rol
at both pitching and catching,
and Allen seemed to be getting b tt r as the s ason w nt along.

~.,
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CAPTAIN THAD STEELE
Third Base
Thad was back in his old position this
year at third base and seemed to be better
than ever. He had the best arm in the
infield
and his fielding
was excellent.
When necessary, he could don the catching outfit, and proved to be just as efficient behind the bat.

OLIVER GRANT
Catcher
Grant was our second string catcher.
He was always ready to go into the
game in case of necessity.
He was a great
inspiration
to his pitcher and his line of
chatter
kept the whole team pepped up
and on their toes all the time.

HA YDEN MAYHEW
Catcher Pitcher
"Lindy" was perhaps the most valuable
all-round man on the club. He was firststring
catcher and when Allen faltered
on the mound "Lindy"
was already
to
relieve
him.
He was also the hardest
hitter on the club. When he got hold of
one, it usually went for a ride. He got
more extra base hits than any man on the
team.

-

PARK ALLEN
Pitcher
Park did practically all of the pitching
thi year, and showed his old time form.
He seemed to be getting better as the
season progressed,
and would have probably been unbeatable
if the season had
lasted longer.
He was also a handy man
with a stick, getting one home run and
several extra base hits.

KERMIT STEW ART
First Base
"Sunny Jim" was developed into a real
star on first base.
He could grab anything that came his way and saved the infielders many errors by taking them out
of the dirt.
He also led the club in hitting
and was a dangerous man for the opposing
pitcher to have to face. The way he held
down first
and his sunny
disposition
earned him the name of "Sunny Jim Bottomley."

BOBBY EMMETT
Left Field
Bobby. playing his last year here, showed
that he was just as good as ever. He
could range far and wide to capture fly
balls and seldom did one get away from
him.
Bobby was also a good hitter and
was a hard man to keep of~. of the bases.
He received more bases on balls than any
other man on the team.

[Slxty-eIIM

BEN BOYKIN
Right Field
Boykin developed into a good outfielder.
In the beginning of the season, he was
tried on first base and later shifted to
the outfield which proved to be a good
move. He was a good pinch hitter and
usually delivered with men on bases.

TOM O'DONNELL
Center Field
"Lefty", playing his first year with the
Miners, had a highly satisfactory season.
His fielding was little short of remarkable
and his throwing was brilliant.
He was
also a dangerous hitter and occupied the
clean-up position in the batting order. He
was the only "wrongsider"
on the club.

JACK HEAD
Utility
Jack was used for the
year and proved equal
when called on. He could
outfield
posts and was
deluxe.
He will be back
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utility job this
to the occasion
go to any of the
a pinch hitter
next year.

WALTER MILNER
Shortstop
"Chide"
was developed into a classy
shortstop while playing his first year with
the Mines.
His sensational
fielding was
the high light of several games. He was
also a dangerous hitter and finished second in batting for the season.
He will be
back next year which will assure the
coach a good shortstop.

TOM EADY
Manager
Manager Eady gives the Mines the distinction of having the best and the most
efficient
playing manager
in the Southwest.
He was always on the job and the
way he took care of his many duties was a
great help to our coaches.
He was a good
ball player besides caring for the managerial duties.

PETE COSCA
Second Base
Pete playing his first year with the
Mines turned out to be a good infielder.
He was also near the top in hitting.
His
home run hitting in the first game of the
season was a feature.
He was a hard
man to pitch to and had a good eye for
the

ball.

Rifle Team

Harvey

Dee Mulcahy, David Dupree, James Ord, Bil1 'I'a.gga.r t
McCune, Jerry Faust, Pat Lockridge, J. B. White, Bill Orme-Johnson

The Rifle Team of the College of Mines had a very successful season for the
year 1930-31. The team was composed of five oi last year's"\.rettermen with Jerry
Faust as captain.
Lettermen for this year are: Pat Lockridge, Jerry Faust, J. B. White, Harvey
McCune, James Ord, C. D. Mulcahy and a reserve letter to Bill Taggart.
All of the matches except two were small bore intercollegiate
postal contests.
The two exceptions were large bore shoulder to shoulder matches with Texas Tech.
Univ. of California
_ won 1826 to
N. M. M. L
__
__ __. won 1858 to
Ohio State Univ.
..
.
won "1858· to
W. L. A. C. at Nashville, Tenn
won 1858 to
Univ. of Vermont
__
__.
__..__
__ won 1815 to
Kansas A. & M. __
__
__ __.
won 1860 to
Stanford University
..__..__ __ __..__.won 1860 to
Oklahoma A. & M.
__ __. ..
..__..
lost 18 GO to
Univ. of Oregon .__.... __..__.__
.... .._... ... __won 1840 to
Colorado School of Mines
.. .
. won 1862 to
Texas A. & M
.
_..
__.. lost 1862 to
Texas Tech.
__..__
..
won 931 to
(large bore shoulder to shoulder at EI Paso)
Texas Tech.
..
.__.... __.
.
.__..__ lost
845 to
(large

bore shoulder

to shoulder

at LUbbock)

1786
1714
1854
1829
1752
1847
1846
1875
1804
1816
1925
865
848

Tennis Team

PPeJro Cosea, Joe Fl'iedkin,

The College

of Mines resumed

1928.

An open school tournament

Tigner,

Head,

which Friedldn

The only inter-collegiate
four to two.

Tigner

four.

Cosca and Tigner

won their doubles;

Teague, Corlett.

way to the

match

played number

the other

its tennis

won after

and Cosca number

Among

Head, James

'rigner

activities

for the

was held and the following

and Cosca won their

met in the finals,

Jack

semifinals.

Friedkin

five hotly contested

was with

one, Frie'dkin

time since
Friedkin,
and Tigner

sets.

SuI Ross, which
uumber

first

players,

the Miners won

two, Head uumber

The first three players won their single matches;

players

Love and Spark s.

Head and Friedkiu

are Terrell,

Chambers,

three.

Cosca lost.

lost.
Boykin,

Palmer,

'Villiams.
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Faculty Committees

Ltbrm-v:

E. A. Drake

Dtsctpltnc:

(Chairman),

J. 'V. Kidd

At hferfcs : F. H. Seamon
St udenr

Social

A. H. Berkman,

(Chairman),

Affah's:

(Chairman),

Mrs. Lena Eldridge.

:Cr. A. E. Beynon, J. F. Graham.
J. W. Kidd, Mack Saxon.

Dr. A. E. Beynon

(Chairman),

L. A. Nelson, F. H.

Seamon.
Registration

and St udenr

Advi orv :

Academtc : 'V. "V. Lake (Chairman),
A. E. Null, Mrs. 1. C.
McKinn v, A. H. Berkman, Mrs. Lena Eldridge, O. R. Willett, L. D.
Mose , E. A. Drake, W. R. Avrett.
1<jnginE'E'I'ing: J. W. Kidd (Chairman),
Miss Bulah Liles,
P. 'V. Dur k e, J. F. Graham, M. R. Marsh, L. A. Nelson, B. R. Haigh.
Glady

}'aeulty Sodal
Gr gory.

Dr. R. F. Jenness

tory),

Dormltorv: J. W. Kidd
1. R. Marsh.

Arfail's:

(Chairman),

Publfcatton
: O. R. Willett
Berkman
(Prospector).
tudent

Organization

A. H. Berkman

(Chairman),

: L. A. Nelson

(Chairman),

E. C. Kennedy,
(Supervisor

B. R. Haigh

(Chairman),

Miss

of Dormi-

(Flowsheet),

Mrs. 1. K. Fineau,

A. H.
P. W.

Durkee.

ncuU)' .~civisor,

Alpha

Pbi

0

arnpus Stbdent

Organizations

Om ga Fraternity

Eugene

Band
Col leg

Players

Mrs. Vi. H. Ball

lub

1\1:rs.W. H. Ball

Debating

De 10lay Exemplar
Flow h
Gle
Latin-

Thomas

A. H. Berkman

P. ".T. Durkee
B. R. Haigh

t

lub

:

m r ican

Mrs. P. W. Durkee

lub

Mrs. 1. K. Fineau

S Miss Gladys Gregory

Omega Phi D Ita Sorority
Pi Epsilon Pi Sorority
.
Phi SIgma
PSI. Fraternity.
Pre-Medical
lub
Pro pector
S ientifi
.
Scrtbl
rus.

ll\Iiss

·..·

·

·.. ·

Norma Egg

Mrs. 1. C. McKinney
.. .....Harry Phillips
Dr. B. F. Jenness
A. H. Berkman

lub
.

J. F. Graham
.. ...Mrs. 1. C. McKinney

Flousheei Slaff

EDWIN

E.

I-LuILY:l\

The Flowsheei

LURLINE

EDITORIAL
Editor-in-Chief
.
Associate Editor
Associate Editor
Literary Editor
Art Editor
Cartoonist
F'eatur e Editor
Joke Editor
.
Organization
Editor
Snaps Editor

Carlos

Escudero,

HUGHES

Associate Editor

Editor in Chief

Eula

Jo Tigner,

STAFF

._,

Edwin Harnlyn
Lurline Hughes
Wayne Duncan
Carlos Escudero
Eula Jo Tigner
Tom Barnes
Isabel Abdou
Harry Vaughan
Sheila Conley
Bill Orme-Johnson

.
.

...J
Thomas

Barnes,

Isabel

Abdou,

Wa y n e Duncan

Flouisheei Staff

TU,\I) ST£ELE

The F lowsheel

Circulation Business Manager

J. B.

BUSINESS

STAFF

Circulation

Business

Manager

Thad Steele

Advertising

Business

Manager

J. B. Andrews

to Bustness, Manager

.. -v....---Louisa Williams

Secretary

ANDREWS

ertisillg Business Monager

.IM11

~-

FACULTY
Berte

'

Harry Vaughan,

tt
1,!!

1 ~f1 Vij'

~

~~-

linetY-one]
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Sheila Conley, William

ADVISOR

R. Haigh

Orme-Johnson,

.-(;"(r(~ ~(~---!
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Louisa Williams,

fi~

Prof. Bert~{R. Haigh
dtFJ~
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Prospector
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Staff

T he Prospector

'IW

Editor

\1

.'T.'"''''
":1II to I'i" 1

Kay Woodward
Carlo.
E. .ud 1'0
:'lIne 'ry.1 I'
:'Ilad line !"r )' ..
Isab I bdou
Fran
. 'leho!.
R ymond Taylor

r.o:

1~:lTI
ERO

. l ssoc iat c Editor

Editor-in'hi f
~\880('\at
Editor
•••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••.•••
Assoctate
EdItor
..
Orgautzat tous Editor
J<~xchang Editor
R port I'
.
.. .. •..
R porter
.•. ...

.••• ...

..•............
•..

Hulnc..,

Roh 1'1 H rlin
Ra: Lockhart
Anton H. B rkman

... Bu8IneH ••
..

.

• HI. t ant

.

R ymo nd T'ay lnr , Iae

Bustn .~..

l anag
Ianag

r
I'

!<'al'lIlty Advtsor

'rysler,

I ; 1,,1 Abdou,

flalli

Hamel

-----~
r--'

f
~

[Nine tv-

~

tWO

Prospeclor

R.\ Y
lssistunt

Staff

R03ERT

LOCKTT ART

to tile

FJItS;IlCSS

Business

AfanageY

The

HERLIN
Manager

Prospecioi

Publication
of the Prospector first began in February of 1919. Since that
time it has appeared with more or less regularity,
first monthly, and now semimonthly. Much credit is due the various staffs since there is no journalism class in
the college.
A plan of having each class publish an edition of the Prospector was
inaugurated,
and considerable rivalry was aroused between the classes as to which
could publish the best issue.
Regular members of the Prospector staff have tried to publish an interesting
paper which would cover the principal college activities.
Theirs is a thankless job
as few members of the student body actually realize the amount of work that these
students have done.

Executive

Lor nz» (' ..hall",..

John

Committee

(lilY Filll,·y. J"hn l'a~ nl' •. 1".. l,'rl,·,lIdn
'1' ... 1 Hn", II. I'arlo,.
,·;,.cu'I....... A, '1'1·(·"\I:lla('\o,.,
l 'u r l .\llt·n, .Tad- ('/\llll'!. .1:,,'1, Lnn(\~'

Payn

.................

Joe Fri dkin
GUY F'f nl y ..•..•••

....

..

-

a

.

.

J. D. "'hlt

PI' aid nt
Vtc -PI' std nt

,. . , (..-T'reas.

ME fBERS

, nior
Lor HZO (' ballos
Ted Brown
.Junior
'arlos Escudero
dolto Trespalacios

Slll'honJOl·('.

J. n. Whit
Park
lien
..', .••.hnu-n
Juck
J ack

Cast I
Lundy

Th Ex cutiv
om mille
is mad
up of officers.
lee! d by th members of
the tudent
so iation, and r pres ntativ s from all th clas s. Th three officers.
and two repres ntatives
from
ach class ar
I ct d annually.
and th ir terms
expire at the end of the school year.
It h:l the duty of til Ex cutrv
ommittee to
handle all th finances of th
t ud nt body and to pass on matters
P rtatntns
to
the stud nt body' welfare.

Co-ed Council

Katherine

Hal~ie ~~mel,
Isabel
Abdou,
Frances
Oliver
Woodward,
~ltse
'I'Imew e ll, Grace
Knox,
Lurline
Hughes,
Geor g ia Landrum,
Dr. Abi Beynon,
Mildred
Woods

Isabel

Abdou

Hallie

Hamel

Frances
Grace

Oliver
Knox

Jane

Whitlock

President
._._

_

_ _......................

..__.__.
... __.

.__..

Vice-President

.
..

.. Secretary
...

Treasurer

The most active organization
on the campus!
Thus is the Co-ed Council
characterized.
A,ll social functions arranged by this group have been tremendous successes.
The Co-ed Dance was the bright-light of the school's social calendar.
The Co-eds instituted
an initiation ceremony along the lines of St. Pat's.
St. Patricia reigned twice during the year, and both times saw the Frosh go down
to ignoble defeat at the hands of the Sophs.
Under the able leadership of President Isabel Abdou, numerous lectures by
prominent women speakers were arranged.
The significant thing about it all is that there are at the present time more
o-eds than men students, and if their capabilities and powers rise as they have
during this year, we fear that the College of Mines might some day become a
normal school.
best

NlnotYotlvoJ

Omega Phi Della

Norma

Katlwrln'
w oouwu rd, ;\r rll"llrl't '\\'In 0, norothy
~rorrl!1
flalll
Hn me l, J(. n -t t e nlllll<,)'. ;\llldl'lIn
Fr y, Fran es Ollv
hur lot t e FO!1l r. \':llznlll'lh :\lu8!(rnve.
Dorothy
Dorris

r

(':/(11",

OFF1 ERS
Lurline

Hallie Ham
Charlotte
Margur

Franc

Lurline Hugh
Pre ident

s

____
._ PI' aid lit

Hughes

Ice-Presid

I .

Fost

I'

t Wlngo
s Ollv I' • __

nt

S cretarv-Treaaurer
_________Historian
Sergeant

at Arms

Omega Phi Della

Joy Robinson, Eu la Jo 'I'Ing er, Baraba Nold
Jo Ann Morris, Emily White, Mildred Woods, Grace Knox, Gladys Gregory
Jean Mary McGhee, Emily Brichfield, Henrietta
Reyn.au d

The Omega Phi Delta Sorority was founded on the campus of the College of
Mines on March 18, 1925, by Mrs, Kenneth Macflaltu m. The charter members were:
Loui e Edson, Carrie Crosby Green, Josephine
Morfit Hilton, Katherine
Hinden,
Margaret Knotts, Tama O'Keefe, and Helen Pettinger,
i\[eomb('I's:
Jeanette Dooley, Charlotte Foster, Madeline Frey, Hallie Hamel,
Mary Elizabeth
Harper, Lurline Hughes, Jean Mary McGhee, Kathertne McKenna,
Dorothy Morris, Barbara
old, F'r'anees Oliver, Joy Robinson, Eula Jo Tigner,
Margar t Wingo, and Katherine
Woodward.

Pledges:
Emily
Moore, Jo Ann Morris,
Mildred Woods.
l'~aculty Advtsors:

Delle Birchfield, Dorothy Dorris, Grace Knox, Martha Alice
Elizabeth Musgrove, Henrietta Reynaud, Emily White, and

Gladys Gregory,

and Norma Egg,

.....

Pi Ep

ilon

Pi

Lo u l • Brown .• vnn \Y 1111,I'llI'll ·lIn Lnv , Rhl'lla ("'nnh'y, .T vc ~r)'er!l
B t • Pi 011. ;\Iary ;\Ia rurt r, I.nul.
Willi! Ill .. Le t ha Bra), .lorgu
rile \VIllI!!
.\lIce Br u n n e r. Franc
Turn 'I', 10"'11111"
;\IllIel', MI 'non Pickr 1I. LyIa Kirkpatrick

Whitlock
Cornelia

Loy

nn W 1>1>

11'.. I. ahe lla

J n Whl lock
PI' std nt

•......•••

PI' sId nt

VI

-PI' sId nt

('I' tary-Tr
~11'l{lnn(>y . F'aeu lty

asur

I'

Advisor

Irs.

1. abella M Kinney
ponsor

Pi
orority
wa. found d in 1927 wh n academic
work was
urrlculum
or til
chool.
It III pr imar lly a social organization
but
part In ot h I' pha
s or carnpu
ac Ivlll s.
Th
P. E. P, gain d campus
I' cog ntt ton hy th
II I etion
of two or their
m mhers in th
'oil ge Popu lar i y Co nt 81. Miss Rita Wtll l was voted th
most
b autlful co-ed,
hil Loul. a Williams
prov d to b
h most popular,
Although
v rat of their aetlv
m mb rs ar
contemplating
nt ring other
unlv I' Iti.
n xt fall, th
P. E. P. expect
0
IlJOY anoth
I' v ry
succ ssful year
in 19:n-32.
1'}-<1
Janet Walker,
Ilgnon Pickrell,
Lyla Kirkpatrick,
and Allee Brunner,

Inctv·o1rht
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FLOWSHEET
Phi Sigma Psi

Ill'.

]\f. ~1~].Onl<a,L .. \. n()R~nfi~ld,. A. ]\f'lr]wwitz,
Joe F'r ie d k in. .T. Rosoff
~1. Jilrl ie h, :\1. . ad e lwe ias, B. Good ma n, S. Brorn be rg-, A. Goodman

Herbert

Given,

Sheldon

Wimpfheimer

OFFICERS
Sidney

Stern

Leon A. Rosenfield,

President
Jr

Secretary-Treasurer

Houorm-y ~ll'mbt')': Jesse Rosoff, Ll. B.
Pac:ult~· Advisor and 81>01lSOI': Harry Phillips,
Advisor; Dr. Martin Zielonka, Sponsor.

Faculty

The Phi Sigma Psi Fraternity
was organized on the
Campus of the College of Mines and Metallurgy on April
8.1930, and is the latest addition to the fraternal bodies
on the Campus.
Since the group is primarily a social
Fraternity,
it s activities have been composed largely of
social events, but never has a worthwhile movement for
the benefit of the College gone unsupported by this body.
Sidney Stern
President

dances,

Business meetings of the Fraternity
have been held
regularly,
and under the leadership of President Stern,
members
have endeavored
to encourage
more active
participation
in all college activities.

Numerous social affairs have been held among which were two formal dinner
two formal banquets and a number of informal parties.

�hFLOWSHEI3T~' ~
The Alpha Phi Omega Fraternity
r

Alonzo Wells.

Bill Bartlett, Bill Thompson, Alton Dunaway
Lee Chambers, Howard O'Hara, Bob Colvin, Richard
Thad Steele, L. D. Liles, Harry Culligan

Palmer

OFFICERS
W. T. Brown _.
Wm. M. Tbompson
Alton Dunaway
Robert Colvin
Prof. Eugene Thomas
Tbad Steele

.

.__
Wor thy Keeper of tbe Inner Temple
Scribe and Keeper of the Excbequel
Wortby PrelaV;
Wortby Guardian of the Gate
..
Faculty Sponsor
... _. ....
House Manager

Wortby

W. T. Brown

Members:
Harry Culligan, Ed Hamlyn, John Pond, Howard O'Hara, Dick
Palmer, Charlie Coldwell, Robert Swain, L. D. Liles, J. B. Andrews, Park Allen, oso.
Carney, Wm. Bartlett, Stewart Bevan, Alonzo Wells, Harold Edwards, Lee Chambers,
H. B. Crain, C. H. Roberts,

Cbas. Smith.

The Alpha Phi Omega Fraternity

Charles

Edwin Hamlyn, J. B. Andrews, Bob Swain
Smith, H. B. Crain, Clarence Roberts, Stewart Bevan, George Ca rn ey
Prof. Eugene Thomas, Charles Coldwell, Park Allen

The Fraternity
was organized in the year 1919. It was not only the first
Greek letter Fraternity
on the Campus of the College of Mines but also the first
to enter into negotiations
for the establishment
of a National Fraternity
here.
This years program for the Alpha Phi Omega Fraternity
was climaxed with
the opening of the Chapter House at 400 College Drive. This event, like so many
others, is credited to Alpha Phi's list of "Firsts."
Though the Fraternity
is classed as a Social Organization, one of its main
purposes is to promote and foster any worth-while activity that may be started on
Ihe campus.
All of the major activities boast a large number of both officers and members
from the Alpha Phi Omega Fraternity.
A large number of the officers of the
Scientific Club, Student Association, Executive Council, and the Flowsheet Staff are
members of the Fraternity.
Athletics are encouraged by the Fraternity.
Alpha Phi Omega boasts many
members in all sports governed lJy the Althletic Department of t113 College. The
Fraternity
also enters teams in the City Social Leagues of Bas ketbal l and the
Bowling Tournaments.

1

De M olay Exemplars

Bill Loughlin,
Paul Hutchins,

John Pe t icol a s, Frank Bennett, P·at J ock rid g e, J. B. White
Bob Crow 11, Grant Ntc ho.ls, Jack Castel, Wesley Chamness
Richard Sneed, Prof. P. W. Du r k ee

OFFICERS
Richard H. Sneed
Patrick
L. Lockridge
Grant S. Nichols
Prof. P. VV. Durkee

Four

years

ago,

of Mines organized
Texas

Mines Chapter.

Mol ay members

a group

the first

The annual
Grand

Finale

on the campus
social

only, and is already
the Exemplars

spreading
clash

with

Frolic

at New Year's

Texas College

in the world,

organization

of the College and the student

at which to dance

Ball, the Exemplars'

of the

of the De Molay Exemplars

in nature,

Two-Year

_ _._. President
. . Vice-President
Secretary-Treasurer
Faculty Advisor

.
...

of De Molays

is for tbe welfare

of the best functions

...

chapter

and past-members

that

..

It is an iuter- fraternity

Being inter-fraternal
everything

__.

composed
to other
none,

campuses.
but support

body.

time has become

known as one

the old year out and the new year in.

Spring

Formal,

the

of De

ends the school's

social

The

calendar.

One Hundre:l

Two

Pre~M edic Club

John Peticolas, Bill Ha rt, Ot is Emil<, John Otto. La u re nce Srn iLh
Gus Eck ha.r-dt, Katherine
'Woodward, John Cha111b rs, l~lise Timewell, John Pow 11
Dr. B. F. Jenness, H. B. Elliot, Prof. A. Be rkrna n

OFFICERS
Hardie B. Elliott
John D. Peticolas
Laurence E. Smith

President
Vice-President
Secretary-Treasurer

The Pre-Medic Club, one of the most active academic organizations on the
campus is composed chiefly of students who are contemp!ating
entering medical
college. During the course of the year the club has held frequent dinner meetings, at
which interesting speakers, prominent in medical circles, gave educational talks and
lectures. Original papers on medical subjects were prepared by several members and
read at the meetings. At present four pre-medic alunmi are in attendance at medical
colleges, and needless to say they have set a high standard for the organization.
Faculty

8pon801'8: Dr. Burt F. Jenness and Prof. Anton H. Berkman.

Members:
John E. Chambers, Gus Eckhart, Otis Emik, Richard Escontrias,
William Hart, Elvira Hernandez,
Manuel Lopez, George Martin, Howard Maxon,
Hubert Milie~, j~'hn L. Otto, John C. Powell, Elise C. Timewell, Katherine Woodward, H. Lockhart.

______

J

-

College Players

Evelyn Lincoln. Paul Hutchins,
Virginia
Copenhaver
:'lIar)' Ma.gru d e r, Jack Castel, Lu rl ln Hughes, .f-ack Lu n dy, Marguerite
Ev ert Gls h, Karl Pa.rk e r

Willis

OFFICERS
Reymond Taylor
Josephine Bronson
Jack Castel
Frances Oliver

__.. __
__ __

President
Vice-President
.
Secretary
__.__
Treasurer

Reymond Taylor
President
Station T.C.M. at El Paso now taking
will hear from the College Players.

the air.

For the next two minutes

we

College Players organized in 1929 with five members.
The Club has grown
both in interest and ability since its organization,
and now has a membership
of
thirty with a waiting list of fifteen.
Under the skillful direction of Mrs Ball, the
club has proved to be an advertising
factor for the college.
Since the College of Mines has no auditorium,
College Players has taken to
the air and is the only college dramatic
group that broadcasts
weekly, the year
around.

College

Josephine

Bronson,

Players

Frances Oliver, Edith Bryan, Augusta Jones
Gene Brodhead, Louise Kettler, Eddie Pi-Ice, Josephine
Isabel .vbd o u, Margaret Neely

Neugebauer

Each month a meeting of the workshop is held
with a finished performance
of the club being given.
The purpose of the Wor ksho p is to develop new talent
and to give experience in actual stage production.
The season was successfully
completed with the
presentation
of "The Brat," a three-act play by Maud
Fulton.
This is station T.C.M. operating
on an assigned
frequency of once-a-week by authority
of the Faculty
Advisory Comission now leaving the air to return at a
future date.

Mrs. W. H. Ball
Sponsor
CAST OF "THE

BRAT"

"The Brat"
Stephen Forrester
Mrs. Forrester
MacMillan Forrester

Augusta
Jack
Frances
Bill

Jones
Castel
Oliver
Collins
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Debating Club

Re yrno nd Taylor.

Frances Nichols, Gene Brodhead,
Flora Kanen,
Paul Hutchins, Evelyn Lincoln, Karl Parker
Mrs. W. H. Ball, Mr. W. H. Ball

Bill

Lyles

The Debating Club of the College of Mines participated
in four collegiate
debates this year. The first was a non-decision debate with Occidental college of Los
Angeles, the second and third were with Silver City Teachers in the form of a
double-header which resulted in a victory and a defeat for the Mines, and the last
was with New Mexico University of Albuquerque
which the Mines' team lost. Mrs
William Henry Ball, public speaking instructor,
acted as sponsor and coach of the
club.
)
Members of the Debating Club this year
membership will include declaimers and orators.
Abe Markowitz was president
Taylor during the spring semester.

were

of the club during

all debaters.

Next year the

the fall session, and Reymond
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Scriblerus Club

Madeline Frey, Ca rlos Escudero, Ray Lockhart, Mrs. I. McKinney
Reymond Taylor, Kitty King', Clementine Ellsworth, Richard Escontrias

Scriblerus Club, like the famous one of Pope's day, is an informal association with elective membership.
It has no constitution,
no rules, and no officers, but
its cohesive strength lies in the common aim of literary advancement. In the manner
and spirit of the original Scriblerus Club, meetings are held at the homes of the
members,
and many an unrecorded
DUNCIAD has been composed under the
guarantee of a mutual discretion.
Reading and criticism of original efforts in prose
or verse and a study of modern trends in letters and drama have been the bases of
activities.
Isabella Corbett McKinney, the faculty sponsor, is the guiding spirit of
the group.

Club

Scientific

F'F'ICERS
Pr

ld nt

Vic

..

Pr sld nt.

. ..

ecre ary and Tr asurer
rgean

at Arm

.•..

lton Dunawa.y
Oliver Orant

.

.. har! s Smith
Tha.d

Steele
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Scientific Club

BI1l Thompson, Holcombe Kennedy, Alton Dunaway
Charles Smith, Oliver Grant

Truly the Engineer's
three

"Own."

The Scientific Club membership is composed of engineering
upper classes, freshmen being ineligible.

students

from the

The club is affiliated with the American Institute of Mining Engineers and
when that body held it's Convention in El Paso in October of 1930, the Scientific
Club served as a most capable assistant to the various committees in charge of the
various details to be handled.
Business meetings are held regularly
and banquets are given at frequent
intervals.
Men prominent in the Engineering
World are honor guests and speakers
at these banq uets. Perhaps the most interesting
meeting of the past year was that
at which Mr. John Pemberthy,
M. E. of the Belgian Congo, Africa, gave a most
valuable talk on his work in the Copper Mines of Africa.
The traditional St. Pat's Picnic and the Annual Hard-Luck Dance are sponsored
each year by the Scientific Club. In true Mining atmosphere, the freshmen engineers
were initiated into the Order of St. Pat this year in an old mine at Oro Grande, N. M.
Although primarily
an engineering
organization,
the club has never failed
to promote or foster any worth while activity that was started on the campus of the
College.
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Glee Clubs

First Row-Margaret
Fitch. Eug-enia Rigney. Eddie Price. Jose Martinez.
Rosalie Ro se n f ie ld, and Mildred Denny
Second Row-Goldie
Bl eeck er, Kathryn Gregory, Mildred Heal'n, Dorothy Dorris, Dorothy
Emlg (accompanist).
Frankie Smith, Virginia Copenhaver. Annie Lyles, and Janet Wal k er
Third Row-Mary
Ella Banks, Mary Etta Banks, Emily Tessier, Nan Laura Jett,
and F'Ior a bel Rogers
Fourth Row-Ben
Kato, Teddy French. Stewart Bevan, Clifford Palmer,
Adolfo Trespalacios, Ricardo Ordaz, Vicente Cisneros, Leslie Rawls, and Jack Reiver

The College of Mines Glee Clubs, under the direction
have had a most outstanding year of musical work.

of Mrs. Abbie Durkee,

The clubs made their first appearance in the musical comedy, " olderoL" It
was so well received that is was given twice more, once at El Paso High and once at
Austin High SchooL
The Girls' Glee Club went on a concert tour through Texas and New Mexico
in ApriL The program consisted of a group of formal songs and an operetta, "'The
Lost Necklace,"
After the tour the Clubs were again combined
Gilbert and Sullivan light opera, "Trial by Jury."

in a performance,

the famous
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Rifle Club

PhiIWS, f:i~o~i
Lass~ter, Orm~-Johnson, Dupre.e, Scurlock, Sneed, Rickets, IT. L. McCune
a i g n,
c lee, BI and, W'h it e.. Faust, Lock rtd ga, White, H. McCune, Denny Bray
Beckwith, MUlcahy, Swain, Taggart
.,

OFFICERS
Bill Orme-Johnson
Lurline

Hughes

J. B. White
Pat

..

Prof. Berte R. Haigh

."-

President

_
Student

__

Assistant
Faculty

Secretary-Treasurer
Executive

Officer

Executive

Officer

Advisor and Coach

The Rifle Club at its annual meeting combined the co-eds and the boys team
into one organization
operating under one set of officers.
Jerry Faust and Pat Lockridge coached the girls, several of whom made very
remarkable
progress.
The girls formed a team, but due to the fact that there was
no competition nearby, they did not have a chance to fire any matches.
The Rifle Club is composed of sixty members.
Girls composing the Girls'
Team were: Jean Mary McGhee, Bettey Brand, Helen Orme-Johnson,
Mildred Lee
Denny, Emelie White, June Thompson, Lurline Hughes and Frances Ferguson.
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-------------

_

_ Vice-President

__

.!Helen Orme-Johnson

~~_~("r

__
,

_

Lockridge

.

~
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Band

Crawford.

Finley.

F'ri ed k in, Harlacker,

Fowler, Bdwanls,
Faust. Sp ea k e r. Elliott, McCune, Metz
Price, Chew, Palmer, Be r k ma n, Powell. Wl Il iarn s, Brent, Swain

OFFICERS
Carlos

Rushing

Joe Friedkin
Robert

Director
Assistant

Swain

Leon Amson Rosenfield,
Prof. Anton

Director

__

H. Berkman

Jr

Drum Major
.'

__

and Manager

Librarian
Sponsor

The Texas College of Mines Band has enjoyed a very successful season under
the leadership of Carlos Rushing and Joe Friedkin, Student Directors.
The Band
played for all the football games and most of the basketball games that were held in
El Paso. There were two trips made during the year, the first to Albuquerque for the
College of Mines-New
Mexico University football game, and the second to Las Cruces
for the College of Mines-New
Mexico A. & M. game.
Due to the efforts of Judge
S. N. Russell of El Paso and Professor Berkman, the Band has secured uniforms.
One of the prominent
features of the group is its spirit on all occasions.
whenever the band was present, the team was not without the support of at least
twenty pairs of leather lungs.

Latin American Club

Mireles,

Hernandez,
Fernandez,

Davis, Ordaz, Rosas. Ceballos. Mart ines, Escudero, Trespalaclos
Herron, Bateman, Gonzalez, Mrs. Fineau, Hilgenberg
Vasquez, Leos, Diaz, Areola

OFFICERS
Adolfo
Lorenzo
Fidencia

'l'respalactos
Ceballos
Gonzalez

President
Vice-President
Secretary-Treasurer

'I'he Latin-American
Club was organized in the Fall of 1927 with the purpose
of promoting
interest in the hi tory and proper usage of Spanish. The original
enrollment
consisted of nine members.
Since that time the number bas steadily
Increased until this year there are twenty-five active members.
The club holds its meetings regularly under the capable direction of Mrs.
Isabella K. Fineau of the Department of Modern Languages, who is sponsor of tbe
group.

(

The Mining Engineer
Here stands a mining engineer with rough and ready crew,
There's not a thing upon this earth that he's afraid to do.
If you want a bridge to Jupiter, or a ten foot shaft to Hell,
Just ask a mining engineer and he will do it well.
He's a mining, mining, mining, mining engineer,
Like every honest fellow he likes his whiskey clear.
He dearly loves his whiskey, he dearly loves his beer,
He's a shooting, fighting, dynamiting, mining engineer.
Here we have a mining man, in either hand a gun,
He's not afraid of anything, and never known to run,
And with his belly empty, the dam fool knows no fear;
He's a shooting, fighting, dynamiting, mining engineer.
With dandruff in his whiskers, and dirt behind his ears,
With biscuits in his duffle bag that aint been touched in years
So with his belly empty, the dam fool knows no fear,
He's a shooting, fighting, dynamiting, mining engineer.
Oh I'm a mining, mining, mining, mining engineer,
A helluva, helluva, helluva, helluva engineer,
And like every honest fellow, I like my whiskey clear,
I'm a rambling wreck, a rough neck, mining engineer.
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This institution encourages all young men
and women to consult us on their future plans
and to open an account at the earliest possible
moment.
A banking counection acts as a powerful
.helpmate.

"That's a swell job Joe's got playing
guitar."
"Yeh, he got it by pulling strings,"

EL P \SO, TEXAS

He: Babe, you're a double-dating, gin-drinking, gold-digging college widow,"
She: Please don't call be Babe. It sounds so
unrefined.

Fred J. Feldman

Co.

It's only when you view the flappers on a
breezy uay that you begin to realize the wind
that's being wasted blowing ships around.

Sporling Goods

My girls got alcholic hair.
What's that?
It's aged in the wood!

KODAKS
PENS

"The HOl/se of Greater Values"

House

Natural
Gas ...

Stanton at Texas Street

PA YME

Heating
with

American
Furniture Co.
SATISFACTORY

J

And then there was the co-ed who, when
asked if she were going to include bacteriology
in her course of study chirped, "Oh, don',
bacLIi."

EI Paso National
Bank

FOCNTAIN

th

T TERMS

THE IDEAL FUEL

"Such Popularity Must Be Deserved"

Ask Anyone Who
Used Gas Last
Winter

Bankers Life Company
DES MOl

ss, low

A

"Life Insurance Service"
"The Love that Never Dies"

TEXAS CITIES GAS

MARION C. BEW, Special Representative

When It's Done With HeatYou Can Do It Better With Gas

~~

501-5 Bassett Tower
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"ATTENTION, SERVICE and CARE"
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Our Service is something bigger than a mere business
transaction.
vice.

Personal interest-an

atmosphere of friendly ser-

Individual attention to each, no matter what price picture

is selected.

BERGNER'S STUDIO
209Y2 N. MESA

M.l048

"Otticial Photographers for 1930~31School Annual"

COMPLIMENTS

OF

Hello, Is this the City Bridge Department?
Yes, what do you want?
How many points do you get for a Itttl;
slam?

THOMPSON'S GROCERY
EXTRA FINE QUALITY

Boosters

Chaplin (to man in electric chair):
do anything for you?
Prisoner:
Yes, hold my hand.

for The College of Mines

Compliments

Don't act like a baby.
Can't help it, I was born that way.

of

Harry Mitchell's

o
JUAREZ, MEXICO

EI Paso Natural Gas Company
Western Gas Company
(THE PIPE LINE COMPANIES)

BASSETT

TOWER

May I

EL PASO

Have YOU read
petting?
No, what Is It?

the

new

"Yup."

on

J. M. Booth & Company

college

Texas and Kan as

It's called "The Wanderer

" 'I have went.'

book

Is that sentence

"In the Service of Clealllilless and
Sanitation"

wrong?"

"Why?"
"Cuz, YOUain't went yet."

]. M. BoonI

Counsel: Now, answer yes or no. Were yOU
or were yOU not bitten on the premises?
Witness:
Anatomy isn't one of my strong
points, but I can tell you that I didn't sit down
for a week.

When the smooth little, soft little, sweet little
girl edges up to yOU on the sofa, and the lights
are low (or completely out), and there isn't a
so urid anywhere, and she slips a dainty little arm
around
your neck, and murmurs,
"Big boy,
kiss me," man, throwaway
your package of
Murads.
That's no time to be nonchalant.

Phone Main 3-6

C onipliuieuts

Phones Main

2~1 - 282

EI Paso
Smelting
Works

Pas

0,

of

LANDER LUMBER CO.

American Smelting
& Refilling Co.

EI

treet

of the Waistline."

• • ••
•

Texas

I

30 Texas

t.

QUALITY

FIRST

A low price is not neces arily a good value. Often it is an apology
for inferiority.
How well will the merchandise serve it purpose, not how
cheaply can we sell it. is the rule by which all our goods are bought. The
best proof of this is the enormous growth of our business. Prices are
transient-quality
endure, surviving long after price is forgotten.
That's
why million do practically all their shopping at J. C. Penny's. Our low
prices made possible by our efficient store operations and the intelligent
use of our immense buying power, may have attracted in the beginning,
but it was demonstrated quality that convinced. It will pay you, too, to shop
where low prices always include good value.

J. C. Penney Co. Inc.
DEPARTMENT

Graduates,

Professors,

and Student.

of the Mines

STORE

First passenger on Atlantic Liner: "You kn w
I am a literary person, I have contributed to tl>
Atlantic Monthly."
Second ditto: "You have nothing on me. C,
this trip I have contributed
to the Atlantic
daily."

Own Over
Mule in the barnyard, lazy and sick.
Roy with a pin on the end of a stick.
Boy jabbed the mule; mule gave a lurchServices Monday in the M. E. Church.

$150,000.00
Insurance in the

Kansas City Life Insurance

Company
John R. (Ike) Eichelberger,
Mills Bldg.

Mgr.

El Paso, Texas

Cop: "Hey, you can't do that!"
Driver: "Why not?"
Cop: "Well, a right turn is wrong-the
left
turn is right.
If you wanna turn right turn left
and then-aw,
go ahead."

A small boy just starting to school who cot~ld
not pronounce his "I''' correctly was asked by the
teacher to repeat this sentence after her:
"Robert gave Richard a rap in the ribs for
roasting the rabbit so rare."
The boy replied, "Bobby gave Dick a poke in
the side for cooking the bunny so little."

Giles: "Fine day, to-day Jarge.
Spring In
the air."
Jarge:
"Eh?"
Giles: "I said Spring in the all' to-day.'.'
Jarge:
"Eh?"
Giles:
Spring In the air."
Jarge:
"Why should I? Why should I?"

SAFEWAY STORES I C.
Wishes you Success

She:
"You sure think you are good looking,
don't you?"
He:
"Well, no, but what Is my opinion
against that of hundreds of women."

Traffic Cop: "What's your name?"
Truck driver (haughtily):
"It's on the side
of the wagon."
Traffic cop:
"It's obliterated."
Truck driver:
"Yer a liar.
It's O'Brien?"

The bear went over the mountain to see what
he could see. He saw 59 lemonade stands, 76
tourist's camps, 100 barbecues, and 3000 automobiles.

Quick Tire Service Inc.
UNITED STATES TIRES
K. L. Armstrong, Mgr.
Mesa and Montana Sts.

The St. Regis Barber Shop
E. C. Ruling, Prop.
"Alwa)'s for the Miners"

Swain:
"Whose oboe was that I saw you
with last night?"
Rosie:
"That was no oboe. That was my
fife."

To the flapper!
Our arms their defence, their
arms our recompense.

When the old man failed to help his wife into
the auto, she said, "You aren't as gallant as
when I was a gal."
He replied:
"Well you aren't as buoyant as
when I was a boy."

First Pelican:
there."
Second Pelican:

"Pretty

good fish

you got

"Oh, it fills the bill."

"Whaffo' you sharpening 'at razor?
"Woman, thev's a paih 0' gemmun's shoes
undeh you bed. If they ain't no niggah IN them
shoes-Ah'm
gonna shave!"

Our complete line embraces all popular patterns, including several tapes designed especially for mine work.

TAPES -

RuLES -

TOOLS

Send for Catalog
Butler:
"Madam, your car waits without."
Mrs. Newlyrich:
"Send it back to the garage.
I won't use a Car that is without anything."
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"A Texas Institution,

Growing With Texas"

Other Hotels In--Dallas, Abilene, Waco, San Angelo, Lubbock
Plainview, Marlin, Wichita Falls
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CO~IPLIi\lENTS

OF

CENTRAL
C. JUAREZ,

CAFE
l\IEXICO

S. G. GONZALEZ,

"My brother is working with five thousand
men under him."
"Where?"
"Mowing lawn in a cemetery."

Proprietor

for Nifty
'"~~~~

Flap:
"Don't you speak to him any more?"
Per:
"No! Whenever I pass him I give him
the geological survey."
Flap:
"Geological survey?"
Per:
"Yes, what is commonly known as the
stony stare."

()Xr=()V

Given Bro. Sho
20-1-
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Aunt Hetty. "Sakes alive! I don't believe no
woman could be so fat."
Uncle Hiram:
"What y' readin' now, Hetty?"
Aunt Hetty:
"Why, this paper tells about an
Englishwoman that lost two thousand pounds."

It was in East Texas.
A negro entered a
hardware store with blood in his eye.
"Ah want a razzer, an' I want it quick."
"Do you prefer a safety razor?" asked the
clerk.
"Naw su h ," said the negro, "ah want the most
dangerous razzer what you got."

A rmco Pure Iron
Corrugated Culverts
Sold by

Minute Movies we would like to see:
A knockkneed
old lady walking tight rope
with a sack of cement in one hand a sack of
feathers in the other.

OrA traffic cop trying to work off the effects of
a hangover by standing on a chair in his basement trying to split ten rubber bed slats with
a dull hatchet.

"The jig is up," said
St. Vitus patient
died.

the

doctor

as

his

WESTER

MET

MANUFACTURI
6th and St. Vrain St

G CO.
Phone :'1.

1226

,

Let
all pull together

s

The Red Mill
Camp

• • • •

Hotel
Accommodations

for a larger and greater

College of Xl ines.
athletics,

activities

-

building

program.

Only one of its Kind
Alameda Ave.
El Paso, Texas

4IIO

Let us all support its
dramatics,
Loyal

Jack

its new

support

McDonald,

Prop.

will
Horrified
mother:
"Willie take that eat's
tail out of your mouth, you don't know where it
has been."
Willie:
"Yes I do Mother, it has been right
on the end of kitty."

enable it to grow.

Chamber of Commerce
e! Paso, Texas

954 TillE & SERVICE CO.

We read again about the visiting Briton who
was shown by the Bostonian who said:
"This
is Bunker Hill Monument-where
Warren rell
you know."
The visitor surveyed the lofty shaft thoughtfully, and said:
"Nasty fall!
Killed him, of
course?"

Then there is the Scotch motorist who waits
for a hot day before he'll buy gas because he
heard that heat expands things.

"Everything for the Automobile"
Pat:
If yez can guess th' number of eggs in
me dinner bucket O'ill give ye both 0' thim."
Mike: Two.
Pat:
Take 'em, and curse th' mon thot told

Montana at Cotton

Phone M. 954

Missouri State Life Insurance
Company
MALCOLM

H. WEBB, JR., Special Agent
Tel. M. 965

814 Mills Bldg.

El Paso, Texas

yez,

Artist: "I'll sell you that picture for $100."
Onlooker:
"No you won't.
But I'll give you
$5 for the address of the model."

Him:
"I can't see what keeps you women
from freezing.
Her:
"You aren't supposed to big boy, you
aren't supposed to."

Florida Native:
"These are the quicksands."
Visitor:
Oh, is that where they hold the
speed car tests."
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The car had come to a sudden standstill on
a country road.
The motorist descended, diagnosed the trouble, and then applied to a neighboring cottage for assistance.
"Pardon me," he said to the old woman who
answered his knock, "do you by any chance
possess any lubricating oil?"
The old woman shook her head.
"Any oil will do," said the motorist, hopefully,
"castor oil if you have any."
"I ain't got it," said the old woman regretfully, "but I could fix you up with a dose of
salts."
Bill Muffet said
His car couldn't Ikid.
This monument shows
That it could and did.

Hamilton,

Bulova

and
Longines

\V atches

Holdsworth & P arc
Mills St.

205

In Hussmann

Bldg.

A Man's Store

Beneath the spreading chestnut tree
The smith works like the deuce,
For now he's selling gasoline
Hot dogs and orange juice.
If caught robbing a fish store, be nonchalant.
Smoke a herring.

Elgin,

For Men's Shoes

GUARANTEE
MEN'S BOOT SHOP

Why do you call your sweetie 'Tonsilitis'?
Because she's beginning to give me a pain
in the neck.

Always A Booster
F or the College of Mines

Typewriter & Office Supply
Company
116 Mills St.
Roberts-Banner

208

N. Mesa

Toilet Articles

EL PASO, TEXA

Kodak Film

CANTERBURY'S
and
WHITMAN'S CANDIES

Cordell's Drug Store

Phone M. 832

Bldg.

EI Paso, Texas

"Fifteen

Atuards 1'n

Mills Bldg.

Phone M. 3840

THE READY

TO EAT SHOP

.:0

Come to see us in our New Location-

CORNER ~rONTAN \ \ND PIEDRAS

STREETS

"Complete Fountain and Lunch Service"

Jinks: "Have you got your automobile paid
for?"
Binks:
"Practically.
Three more payments
and it will belong to the fellow that bought it
from the chap I sold it to."

A Miner, for the Mines

PADE
Two Republics

REALTY CO.
Bldg.

Phone

There had been a motor accident.
The driver
climbed out angrily-went
up to a man whom he
thought was the other driver.
He said:
"Hey
yon! Wh eres your tail light?"
The innocent
bystander
looked at him in
amazement and said:
"What do you think I
am'! A blooming lightning bug?"

M. 1700

Concrete for Permanence
For all your Construction Work

EL

TORO
CEMENT

SOUTHWESTER

PORTLA

"Made where

yOIt

D CEME T CO.

went to School"

An Outstanding Product of the Southwest
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"ORANGE JACK"
Corner

Oregon

& San Antonio Sts.

ORANGE JUICE -

MALTED MILKS

Save With Ice
SPARKLING)

Teacher:
Willie, look up scum in your
dictionary, and give me a sentence using it.
Willie:
It means 'refuse,' teacher.
Teacher:
Alright, now give me a sentence
using it.
Willie:
She scums to answer my letter.

G

CONSUMERS ICE &
FUEL CO.

tOe
Rastus:
Wha' fo' you all lookin' so unnecessary, Mose?
Mose: Ah feels like a dumb owl.
Rastus:
A dumb owl?
Boy, reveal your
meaning.
Mose: Ah jes' don't give a hoot.

COOL, REFRESHI

BroERY StudentNeedsThe

Jew

uREMINGTON" Portable

REMINGTON RA D
BUSINESS SERVICE
.i t 1

K Xlesa

Phone

M. 395

Chick Sale Said It

.

Specialists!
WHILE IN JUAREZ,
visit

You in the field of engineering.
\Vein
the field of supplying you with the quality
equipment
which will make pos ible your
1110st efficient work.

\\!e specialize also in quick ervice and cooperation,
and our staff of expert,
each
trained in his highly pecialized field, i always at your command.

THE MI E and SMELTER
SUPPLY COMP Y
,
:vIAI.COT.M

H. CARPENTER, Manager

EL PASO

- ~~~-::::'::==========::-"::=;2
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Westinghouse Electric

and
Manufacturing

Company

Another good place for
would be on string beans.

a zipper

fastener

"Ah well," moralized the moralizer, "somewhere behind the clouds the sun is shinning."
"Maybe," demoralized the demoralizer,
"and
under the sea is land, but that doesn't help the
guy when he falls overboard."

She:
Where do all the bugs come from in
the summer.
He:
Search me.
She:
No, thanks.
1 just wanted to know.

First Shark:
What's that funny two-legged
thing that just fell in the water?
Second Shark:
Dunno, but I'll bite.

EL PASO, TEXAS
E. D. Stewart,

Mgr.

1 never sausage eyes as thine
And if you'll butcher hand in mine,
And liver round me every day,
We'll find some ham-let far away.
We'll meat life's frown with life's caress
And cleaver road to happiness.

Coed at masked ball:
Here comes that man
who has been following me around all evening.
How can 1 get rid of him?
Companion:
Unmask.

Some

Day

Some Day You'll Need Groceries

Remember
You can Buy the Right Quality at
the Right Prices, Always at

"1 shouldn't
have eaten
Said the cannibal king
"I'm about to prove the
'You can't keep a good

that missionary."
with a frown,
proverb oldman down.' "

There was a young fellow named Perkins,
Who had a great fondness for gerklns;
He went to a tea
And ate twenty-three
Which pickled his internal workin's.

A new means of taking trout from the San
Jacinto Mountain streams has been discovered.
It seems that two local fishermen were having
poor luck whipping Aztec Creek, when one suggested that the bait be soaked in some of the
bootleg one of them happened to have brought
along. This was tried, and at the first cast the
rod bent nearly double, and it took the combined
efforts of the two sportsmen to reel in the prize.
Then it was discovered that the worm had
seized a big fish by the throat and was choking
it to death.
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Mountain Highways That Make You
Wish You Were There!
To

REPRODUCE a picture - whether photograph, wash
drawing or pen and ink sketch that retains the graphic
realism of the original is the photo-engraver's
job. In the
plant of the Wall Engraving Company are all the faclllties
of equipment
plates

and trained

of the highest

personnel

standards

to give you printing

of excellence;

and along

with it, an intelligent and helpful counsel as to the best and sometimes the less expensive - course to pursue.
We
invite you to call whenever in need of printing plates of
any kind.

W.A. WALL ENGRAVING COMPANY
EL PASO HERALD·POS'l' BUILDING
Phone

One lIundl'ed

Main 2386

'l'went~-nlneJ

F.I Paso, Texa8

H.EFRESHl\IENTS

TD C NDY

oHEADQ ARTERS

Pal~O~Mine
CHOCOL
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Old Monk Punch

Two small boys were talking and one had a
bantam hen for a pet.
"My hen lead an egg this morning," said the
proud owner.
"Shucks, that ain't nothin',"
came back the
other, "my dad laid a cornerstone
yesterday."

Magistrate
(to prisoner):
How big was the
brick you threw?
Was it as big as my head?
Prisoner:
Yes, your honor, but not so thick .

0, Oscar,
the president

a neckerchief
of a sorority.

is not

necessarily

Special Fruit Punches

EMPIRE
Products Corporation
Mills at Florence

A hunter was showing off his collection of
trophies to a group of visitors.
He was rapturously exp.atntng how he acquired the various
exhibits.
"See that
lephant," he said. "I shot it in
my pajamas."
" ~y gosh," murmured
the flapper, "how did
.t get there?"
Mother, what is a dry martini?
Heaven's on earth, child!
Oh!
"Only fools are certain,
Bobby;
hesitate."
"Are you sure of that, Pop?"
"Yes, certain of it."

TRRER

RAHS FOR THE MIXES

It has

and

been a very successful year
we extend congratulations.

The Union Clothing Co.Inc.
The College Man's Store

"different "
Thai

is

whal

makes

wise

men

Hubby:
"I miss the old cuspidor since it's
gone."
WHey: "You missed It b fore, that's why It's
gon ."
Dick: "My dad Is an Elk, a Moose, a Lion,
and an Eagle."
ick: "How much does it cost to see him?"
Reformer:
"You don't think you can quench
your th irst with that glass of beer do you young
man?"
Speaker: "Naw, I'm going to drink the whole
jug."
All Baba: Open Ses'me.
Voice from within: Sez you!

El Paso's Mosl Unique

f31r=T §Il()
104 Little

Plaza
Wholesale - Retail

First Inmate:
That music is terrible!
Can't
you playa
plano?
0
Second Inmate: Well, 1 played abroad for tw
years.
Inmate:
Yeah, but can you play a
First
plano, 1
asked you?
~~.

~~
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COMPLIMENTS
of

RITZ
John Ford

CAFE
Cha . Heidrick, Prop.

JUAREZ, MEXICO

"Will you give me ten cents to help the Old
Ladies' Home?"
"What! Are they out again?"

The Royal Portable
Life Guard (with girl in his arms): Sir I have
just resuscitated
your daughter.
Irate Parent: Then, by gad, you'll marry her.

IS

the Ideal Machine for the Student
See it at

F. B. White Typewriter Co.

Jack and Jill went up the hill
To fetch a pail of water.
Ho hum, so they say.

327 N. Oregon St.

Voices in the dead of night
Wake up quick, wake up!
Can't.
Why not?
Ain't sleeping.

in the

dorm:

1/' e are Alwa'ys for

Model : I'm vaccinated where it doesn't
Artist: Did you take it in a capsule?
Ah cherie-je
t'adore.
Aw shut the door yourself-you

The College of Mines

show.

RHEINHEIMER

opened it.

Lumber Co. Inc.
William: How did you break your leg?
Bill: I threw a cigarette in a manhole-and
stepped on it.

It
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WE'RE FOR THE MINERS

COMMERCIAL PRI
OFFICE Fl:RNITCRE

Business

Mall's

TING

KD

Department

PPLIE

Store

The FLOW HEET i a ample of Our Printing
\V e al

0

de ignecl and furni hed the Cover

110 S. Oregon St.

Main 45

El Paso, Texas
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STUDENTS
Robert E. McKee

CO-OPERATIVE STORE

Contractor

EL PASO

LOS ANGELES

Need A Taxi?

Call

Main

85

Taxi Service

"Cactus
Club"
Bowling
Billiards
Fountain
\V. D. LAW,

A. Araujo, Mgr.

Prop.

109 S. Oregon St.

What makes Jim so lazy?
I never see him
doing anything.
He's not lazy. He's through
so fast he's
always finished.
Dear how long should my skirt be?
Let your chassis be your guide.
Hey, slime, don't spit on the floor!
Whassamatter,
floor leak?
'Tis said that to penetrate a dirty joke one
must have a dirty mind. Egad, Reginald, what
a rum lot these censors must be.
Caller:
I wonder if I can see your mother,
little boy. Is she engaged?
Willie: Engaged, hell! She's married.
"We are passing the most famous brewery in
Berlin," exclaimed the guide.
"We are not," replied the American as he
hopped off the bus.
Dumb:
Why does Santa Claus wear red
pants?
Dumber (blushing):
I'm afraid to say.
Dumb: Now get your mind out of the gutter.
He wears 'em to match his coat,

One Hundred Thirty-three]

Compliments of
MR. & MRS. L. A. NELSON

�m/;FLOWSH~~~

ALAMED~J\
FUEL & GRAI

CO.

QCALITY -

MODERATELY

PRICED

Watches-Diamonds--Silver-Jewelry
of
every kind and description at Hixson's,
under the familiar green-and-gold
seal, for
nearly half a century they have been finer,
more moderat ly priced.

Convenient

Credit i offered

so

HI
Headquarter

for

VUl?I~A
3-P I Frutas St.

'S

:'Ie a ..\ venue at Mills
Since the'

Cti()W~

at

Os -

EI Paso'

Jewelers

Phone M-462
Pat: Come on, baby, let's get like a coal mine.
Patrica:
How's 'at?
Pat: Oh , Ju t kinda hot, low down, and dirty.

COMPLL\lEI'\TS

NORTO

OF

BROS.

Alyce: 1 adore Keats.
Abie: Oy, it's a relief to meet a lady vot likes
children.
Then there was the absent-minded
freshman
who day dreamed he was an elephant and woke
up to find hims If throwing
his trunk out of
the window.
"As Kipling says my dar,
'Woman is a rag,
a bone and a hank of hair'."
"And man," she answer d, as she smiled very
sweetly, "is a jag; a drone, and a tank of air."

C oinpliments

of

The Newman Agency

Once: Was he surprised
when you told him
you wanted to marry his daughter?
Twice: Was he'! The gun nearly fell out of
his hand.

Insurance
She: Every time I come to Minnesota 1 have
to change my heavy undies.
You know I'm
from Georgia.
He: That so? I'm from MissourI.
She: Sir!

'1,
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EL PASO LAUNDRY, INC.
HATS-Cleaned

and Blocked

Cleaners for 39 Years

-tu
Phone

Paso's B est Cleaners"

Main 470

901-909 So.

COMPLIMENTS
of

BLOCH'S

Chris P. Fox

Thorn Drug

Inc.

Store

anta Fe St.

\V e stand behind
The
College of Mines

and
The Clothes

we

ell

"The Store for Men"
327 E. San Antonio

'TtV e move Anything'

Phone

M.

HElL &

115 T

WI

ER

.1

"The Bright Spot on the Rio Grande"

A PLACE TO EAT

'I

A PLACE TO DANCE

'fteaLanletl
JUAREZ, MEXICO
"lUff AeRoJI THEJAHIA FE JTREEr
v

~IAI2k:Y

WP.IGHT

WALTER

.
.
B~IDGE'
KIDDER

Texas College 0/ Mines
and Metallurgy

'+
"A Mining School Among Mining and
Metallurgical

Industries"

'+
THE
TEXAS
COLLEGE
OF
MINES
offers
to young
men
of
ability and ambition a training which will
fit them for po itions of responsibility
and
power. Its greatest asset is the record which its
alumni are making in the productive work of the world.
Graduates of the Texa - "Mines succeed because they have
been trained both to think scienti fically and to work efficiently.
Courses in MIl\'IN'G, METALLURGY,
GEOLOGY, and
PETROLEUM
GEOLOGY are given in a four-year curriculum which carries with it the degree of Bachelor
of Science in Mining Engineering. In addition
to the technical cour es leading to this degree, the College now offers three years
of work towards variou
engineering and academic degrees.

FOR FLJRTHER

INFORMATION,

ADDRESS

THE REGISTRAR

College of Mines & Metallurgy
EL PASO, TEXAS
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HANDCRAFTERS

William James, the noted philosopher once said, "There is very
little difference between one man and another when you go to the bottom
of it. But what little there is, is very important." The arne applies to
suits because they all bear a certain likeness .... where the difference i ,
i in the tailoring and style. There's not a suit on the market with better
tailoring and better style in it selling in the neighborhood of $29.50 than
our famous Handcrafter suit for Men.

MEN'S CLOTHING

SECOND FLOOR

.-

;FLOWSHEET~~

""",-",I'

KNICKERBOCK.:R
The Southwest's

CLUB

Fine t Bowling Equipment and Home of Organized
Extend its appreciation to the

Tournament

Leagues

Mines Bowling TealTI
For their Participation in the Social League
and
\ Velcomes your Patronage at all time
Phones Main 673 - 674

203

South El Pa

0

Street

Compliments

Compliment
Compliments

JARVIS P. FRIEDE'S
"S:\1ART

Tidwell Fuel
& Feed Co.

of

Gateway~
Coffee Shop

of

SHOP"

of

Coal, \\Tood & Kindling
Bail'Y & Poultry Feed
Flour and Beans

404 E. San Antonio

Texas and Dallas Sts.
Phone M. 127

Then there was the eo-ed who was so dumb
she thought assets were little donkeys.
Was he drunk? Why he came in, and after
shaking the hall tree, he searched the floor for
apples.

CALL -----

The Colonel, touring Europe on his leave of
absence, did not forget the ones he left behind.
His son received a letter from Sparta saying:
"This is the cliff from which the Spartans
used to throw their defective children.
Wish
you were here.
Dad."

"We Call For and Deliver"

WARDROBE CLEANERS

The new salesman was sent to Borger, Texas,
and upon arrival found the only hotel filled to
the roof.
"No sir," said the clerk, "we can't let you
have a room unless you take half of a private
dining room.
There's a screen across it and
a young lady has the other half of the room,
but 1 guess she won't bother you."
The salesman agreed that it would do in a
pinch.
A half hour later he ran into the corridor,
wide eyed and pale.
"Hey," he yelled to the clerk, "that woman's
dead."
"I know it," said the clerk, "but how did
you find out?"

"We Know How"
CLEANING,

DYEIKG,

REPAIRING

and
ALTERATIONS

Valet Service
112

W. San Antonio

El Paso
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Do you sleep with your window up or down?
I don't sleep with my window at all.

GUNNING·. CASTEEL
DRUG CO.

Cop: "Hey, get out of the street! What are
you two bums doing out here walking so slowly?
Eight-ball:
"Boss we's push in' ouah cah to
a fillin' station.
We done gone out of gas."
Cop: "What
car."

d'ye mean car?

I don't see any

3600 Hueco -

Eight-ball:
"Well, fouah de Lahd-what
yo'
know, Rastus, we don' gone and forgot de cah."

907 N. Piedas -

(with

presence

of

mind):

Main 1703

3332 Fort Blvd. -

Conductor:
"What are you doing with those
towels in your suitcase?"
Passenger

Main 5349

"Oh,

2100

East ..p6

l\. Piedra

-

Ea

t

13

they are some I used the last time I was on this

train.
back."

I had

them

washed

and

brought

them

AGENTS:"Are you a doctor?" she asked the young man
at the soda fountain?"
"No, madam," he replied, "I'm a fizzician."

The Scotch
Ahead.

"I'm

Road Sign:

Detour,

Whitman's and Miss Saylor's Candies

Toll Bridge

Hartman Flower Shop

afraid

you can't

"No darling,

but I surely

can intermission."

Timid wife (to husband who has just fallen
asleep at the wheel): "I don't mean to dictate
to you George, but isn't that billboard coming
at us awfully fast?"

Irate Parent:
to my daughter,

"I'll
sir."

"Our Flori t are Artist Our stock is the best.
Jut send us your orderAnd we'll do the re t."

waltz very well, Ed?"

teach

you to make

love

2II

E. San Antonio St.

TEXAS COLLEGE ME

2I6

"Good morning.

Grouchy
Nurse:

Patient:

tt
I.!

"You a trained

nurse?"

"Yes, of course I'm a trained

Grouchy Patient:
some tricks."

~

I'm the new nurse."

"Then

let's

see

nurse."
you

l

~
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do

PREFER

The Fashion

Young Man: "I wish you would, old boy, I'm
IIOt making much headway."

Nurse:

Phone 1\.1. 167

As their Clothier
E. San Antonio St.

EI Paso

Electricity

has transformed

the modern home just as it ha

mining and other great industries.

See Our Samples

of

EFFEC'fIvE

-

ECONOMICAL

-

and books
GNUSUAL

Rocky Mountain Bank
Company
Producers

1317 E. Missouri
of Bonds, Checks,

Street
Drafts,

ervant.

. ~Jter t~rr:[ic str ugg l s, the freshman finally
fuushed Ius examtnattori
paper, and then, at the
end wrote:

Photo .. Lithography
for advertising

Xlake it your personal

revolutionized

"Dear Professor:
H you sell any of my answers to the funny papers, I expect you to split
fifty-fifty with me."

ote
Ginsberg:
"Mister Ott.ist I vant
make a doughnut sign."
'
Stationery

you should

Painter:
"Certainly,
Mr. Ginsberg,
but
thought you were a butcher, not a baker."
Ginsberg: " ure, I am a butcher'
sign: 'Doughnut Hend I de Feesh''':

Choose Now

"I see you re letting
car."

The Success Worthy

"Yes, he's still
pedestrtan. "

Of Your Best Effort
Then keep an account
growing

steadily

"Isn't

your little

too young

I vant

I

it a

son drive the

to be trusted

as a

this an ideal spot for a picnic dinner?"

"It must
wrong."

b.

Fifty

million

insects

can't

be

at this Bank until
your purpose triumph

The State

"He may be a great artist,"
said the sweet
young co-ed, "but he certainly
has a peculiar
way of working.
When I visited his studio recently and asked him about his work, he told
me that he painted
his best pictures
on an
t:mpty stomach."

ational Bank

EI Paso, Texas

'Since 1881

"33"
I can tell you the score
before it starts.
"34"

Yeah, what

"33"

Nothing

of this

game

is it?

to nolhing-before

it sta,rtS'1
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The Prosperit~

Milk

IS THE

.

1 .,.

FOOD

o f athletes

Bg Graham

and

"M ost E'i'erj1body

champions

And
good for you.

Can Afford

It"

Sixes $980 and up
Eight $1450 and up
Delivered EI Pa 0
815-17

N. J\Ie a

Phone

1. 4427

FIELD - PARI(ER CO.
"Our Business is to make your office.
A better place in which to work."
El Paso, Texas
Phoenix, Ariona
Bassett Tower
223-225 N. 1st Av
Phone M. 2000
Phone 3-4416
Compliments

FRANCIS

Main 2050

WAGNER

307 San Francisco St.
Representing Manufacturers of Mine and Mill
Supplies - - Building Products - - Steei Products
EL PASO, TEXAS

Comedian: "Look here, I object to going on
right after the monkey act."
Manager:
"You're right. They might think
it is an encore."

H. T. Ponsford & Son
General Coniraciors

Willie:
"Hey, Mama! That dentist I went to
wasn't painless."
Mother: "Why, did he hurt you?"
Willie: "Naw, but he yelled just like any
other dentist when I bit his finger."

914 E. Mis ouri Street
IV e Finance All Classes of Buildings

Wife: "Tomorrow
is the tenth anniversary
of our wedding. Shall I kill the turkey?"
Husband:
"Why, the poor bird is not to
blame for it."

Brown was making a visit to a girl who lived
in the country.
As they were walking through
the field, they noticed a cow and calf rubbing
noses in bovine love. He spoke up:
"The sight of that makes me want to do
the same thing."
"Go ahead," she replied, "it's father's cow."
"That', tho cat', pajamas," "m"k,d M,.
Henpeck, as he picked up his wife's sleeping
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Broken Windshields and
A II Other Kinds 0/ Glass Replaced
DRIVE IN OUR GLASS DEPARTMENT AT
2300 MILLS STREET (off Texas near Alameda)

I

{see our display ofPREMIER BUILT-I

,

I

}
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EI Paso Sash & DO~L~~~RK
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DOORS-WINDOWS-GLASS-
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AFTERWORD

We, the Editor and Busines Manager of the 1931 edition of the
"Flowsheet", take this opportunity to thank the CoIlege of Mines tudents for
their faith in us. \\'e deem it an honor to be re-elected to the same offices
again, and feel sure that profiting by this year' mi takes we can make
the 1932 "Flowsheet" a greater book. In no way are we making apologie
for this year's book. \Vorking with little or no upport from variou
chool
organizations, and laboring uncler adver e conditions, we till tried to put
our time to the best advantage.
The 1931 "Flowsheet" is the largest in the history of the chool and has
co t more money. The covers alone cost more than twice a much a the
covers heretofore.
In the face of the general depre sian, we planned the
book to be a credit to the chool and an achievement f r our elve , knowing
we were going to encounter countle
set-backs. Rai ing the money to pay
for an annual that cost everal hundred dollar more than any of the prec ding
ones was no small task. \\ e wi h to take this opportunity to thank Mr .
Tobias and J. B. Andrews for volunteering their work at a time when we
were almost ready to acknowledge defeat.
Their ervice were invaluable
and we doubly thank them on part of the entire school.
The book is out. We are proud of the 193 I "Flowsheet.'
It is far
from perfect, but we did our best. Some will find mistakes, others will be
dissatisfied with pictorial arrangement and individual history, but we beg
you to excuse us. \Ve can readily as sure you that they were done without
malice aforethought.
If you can overlook the e minor error, still be proud
of the annual, and not be ashamed to tell your friends 0, we are ju tly
repaid for our labors.

En. E.
'l'HAD

HAMLYN,

.\.

Editor

S'l'~I':ll~) Business

Manager
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